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City to improve
Thurstin Street

Hold It!

Joe Boyle
The BC News

Students living on Thurstin
Street can look forward to an easier walk home sometime next
year.
However, during construction
of the Improvements to the
street, they must look forward to
several months of road closures
tied detours.
According to Bowling Green
Public Works Director Bill Blair,
the city applied five years ago
for federal matching funds to
resurface and install sidewalks
on Thurstin Street from Ridge
Street to Poe Road.
"This was an 'M' Fund
project," Blair said. "While we
were in the process, though, the
government dropped the *M'
funds and got the Intermodal
S-'irface Transportation Efficiency Act"
This act, better known as
'IceTE A,' allowed the city to continue their plans for the completion or *he Thurstin project.
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Jarret Mehallk (left) and Bryan Srall make a mad dash toward the
finish line of the bungee run In the University Union Oval Tuesday
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'Celebrating 75 Years of Excellence'

afternoon. The UAO sponsored event gave students an opportunity to relieve pre-flnals stress.

Next week the city wil have a
pre-construction meeting to determine the timeframe in which
Ebony Construction, of Toledo,
will have the project completed.
"[Thurstin Street] will mirror
Manville Avenue," Blair said.
Blair hopes the project will be
completed by the beginning of
the fall semester.

"We hope, but we don't know
At the pre-construction meeting
we'll find out the construction
time," Blair said. "That's why wa
want representatives from the
University who will work with
the contractor to coordinate
events."
Thurstin Street will be closed
during the construction, but
alternate routes will be provided
to those living on Thurstin.
The city has also filed requests
to have portions of South College
Drive, Napoleon Road, South
Main and East Wooster street*
Improved.
"Those are requests. We have
no guarantee it's going," Blair
said.
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Mathe, Wilson remember year
Jim Barker
The BG News

interview - where they could finally express the hopes, fears,
Editor's note: Politicians make triumphs and disappointments of
easy targets for criticism. They a year at the head of the Univertypically occupy high-profile po- sity's most scrutinized student
sitions and inherit all the unfini- organization.
The interview went as follows...
shed work left behind by their
predecessors. We measure them
with high expectations and revile
them for their shortcomings.
Rarely do politicians get the
chance to introduce themselves
to us on a more personal level.
With this in mind. The News
decided to offer Undergraduate
Student Government President
Jen Mathe and Vice President
Bill Wilson the opportunity to do
Mathe
Wilson
an unedited, comprehensive

To Mathe: How did you meet a strange little turn of events.
To Wilson: Did you accept her
BUI Wilson?
Mathe: I didn't meet Bill until offer to be her running mate imhe was sworn in, when he was mediately, or did you have some
elected as an at-large senator. reservations?
Wilson: Well, it was all my idea
[To Wilson] Right? Well anyway,
he said something to me at the [laughs]. No, it was a mutual demeeting and I was so excited cision.
To Mathe: Jason Jackson was a
about the whole event, and his
hair scared me a little bit. And he popular president. Did you ever
said something to me later on the feel like you were trying to work
street, too, like That was a good your way out from under his
speech' or something, and I could shadow?
Mathe: To a small degree [benot remember who he was. So I
left for D.C. that summer, and I cause] I guess having two terms
started feeling really guilty made him kind of unique. But I
about it. So out of the blue, when think we really went our own way
I was In D.C, I called him back in this year. We moved on issues
Bowling Green. So it was kind of that I think we made unique, that
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Rogers

The Associated Press
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. - Ginger Rogers, the glamourous
blonde who made dance floor

magic with Fred Astaire in a
string of unforgettable musicals
and won an Academy Award as
best actress for the drama Kitty
Foy le, died Tuesday at 83.
Miss Rogers died at her home
here, said Riverside County
Coroner Veronica Martinez.
Miss Rogers' career spanned
65 years In every field of show
business from vaudeville to television. During the 1940s she was
one of the highest paid, most
sought-after Hollywood stars,
appearing in such hits as Roxie
Hart; Tom, Dick and Harry; The
Major and the Minor; \jxdy in the
Dark; and Weekend at the Waldorf.
But she was most remembered
for the blissful partnership with
Astaire in sparkling musicals
that brightened Depression
America. He in top hat and tails,
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she in a flowing gown, they she surely dldnt want her husglided over polished floors in a band to, either," the actress
perfect display of grace and ro- wrote.
mance.
She once called their teaming
Rogers continued performing
"just a wonderful happening. It her musical show into her late
wasn't planned. I thought it 70s, until ill health confined her
turned out to be magic. I was told to a wheelchair. Even so, she
even in the first picture people toured extensively to promote
could see something was happen- her autobiography, Ginger: My
ing. But when you're in the eye of Story, and received honors at
the hurricane you don't see that film festivals and tributes. The
most notable were the Kennedy
yourself." •
In most of their 10 films Center Honors in December
together, Astaire was the smitten 1992.
pursuer and she was the relucHer hard-driving mother, Lela
tant beauty. Despite the air of Rogers, managed Rogers' career
romance, there were no love from the beginning to the glory
scenes. In her 1991 autobiogra- years, steering her Into vaudeviphy, Rogers claimed Astaire's lle and Broadway shows and batwife Phyllis "didn't want him tling studio bosses In Hollywood
It was Lela who introduced
kissing other women."
"One thing's for sure, [Phyllis] Rogers to Christian Science,
never warmed up to me ... and which provided lifelong solace.

we made work.
To Wilson: Do you think that
you have been a more visible, active vice president than Chad
Luckner, last year's vice president?
Wilson: I think I've been fortunate to have a president that's
given me a lot more responsibilities. For that matter, I've been
vice president at a time when
The News has taken a greater interest In USG. As a result, I've
had more exposure.
To Mathe: Did the job ever
seem like more headache than
you could handle?
Mathe: I suppose sometimes
you start to feel overwhelmed.

but on the whole I'd say that
every day there was definitely a
new challenge. Any time you
have an organization with 60-phia
people, plus dealing with the entire campus, you are going to
have that. But I've had a lot of
support within the organization
that made my job a lot easier.
To Wilson: Do you think that
Jen and you have grown closer as
a result of the high-stress nature
of your work?
Wilson: We're looking forward
to our three years apart while
she's away [at law school], but
we're also looking forward to our
See MATHE,

Aboka.stat.sticstha.haveshapedtheUnrve,
University over the years.

USG Summer
Budgets
1994
'President
$3,730
(Vice President
$1,865
| BG News Contract
$3,000
, Phone Rental
$1,680
(Tolls
$30
'Supplies
$900
i Retreat (Senate)
$1,380
| Retreat (Cabinet)
$570
, Leadership Conference $605
(Total
$12,611
Soure«:USG

1995
$3,954
$1,977]
$3,200
$75
$20
$1,100 f
$900
$600
$600
$12,726
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myummOPINION
Since when is a dentist
an expert on abortion?
Roark Littlefield looks at
the situation.
Page 2.
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High participation
marked last weekend's
Philanthropy Days,
complete with Laugh
Olympics and a volleyball
tournament.
Page 4.
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The Falcon baseball team
defeated Cleveland State
19-8 yesterday at Steller
Field.
Page 8.
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laws
hinder
women
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Red Cross efforts
deserve accolades
Last week the United States experienced a shocking
act of terrorism when the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City was bombed, resulting in 96
known deaths and many others still missing.
A tragedy like this scares and angers everyone. But
even something this horrific can bring about some good,
as the Red Cross has demonstrated.
Almost immediately after the tragedy, the Oklahoma
chapter of the Red Cross mobilized to provide relief and
assistance. However, the sheer magnitude of the devastation made it clear that the local chapter could only
do so much on its own. Assistance would be needed from
across the nation.
The entire country, including Northwest Ohio, mobilized in support of the Oklahoma City victims.
Locally, the Northwest Ohio chapters of the Red Cross
have offered to support Oklahoma City in any way they
can.
In Tuesday's edition of The News, local Red Cross
officials praised the effort and dedication of the Red
Cross in Oklahoma. They also discussed the monetary
pledges people in Northwest Ohio had given them for
use in Oklahoma City.
According to Dick Oakley, director of the Wood
County branch of the Greater Toledo Red Cross in Bowling Green, residents began calling immediately after the
bombing to see if there was anything they could do to
help ease the suffering.
Thanks to the care and concern of people in Northwest
Ohio and across America, the Oklahoma City Red Cross
has remained effective in dealing with the devastation.

In Raleigh, N.C., a House Appropriations Committee was
listening to Republican Rep. Ken
Miller make a plea to eliminate
the state abortion fund for poor
women. The fund would be cut
from $1.2 million to only $50,000
next year, and abortions would
be limited to cases of rape, incest
or pregnancies that put the
mother's life at risk.
That isnt good enough for fellow Republican Rep. Henry AJdridge, who believes that if a
woman gets pregnant she
couldnt have been raped.
"To get pregnant, it takes a
little cooperation," Aldridge said.
The 71-year-old state lawmaker, who Is also a periodontist,
offered his fellow lawmakers
some medical proof.
"The facts show that people
who are raped - who are truly
raped - the juices don't flow, the
body functions dont work and
they don't get pregnant," he said.
Since periodontics is a branch
of dentistry, it is unclear how Aldridge came across this little
known obstetric tidbit.
"Medical authorities agree,"
he added.
This kind of outrageous stupidity is often viewed as comical
when spewed from the mouths of
neanderthal college students.
But Aldridge is a lawmaker. The
people of North Carolina elected
him. Do these views reflect the
way Americans really think and
feel?
Perhaps not, but they are typical of the views on social Issues
held by politicians who are so
removed from real life that they
are incapable of making realistic
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policy decisions. Many of our
lawmakers haven't the slightest
clue about the lives of our nation's women and minorities.
Why do we act surprised when
they pass laws that seem to demonstrate a callous attitude toward
these people?
Every statistic I've read has
shown a majority of women prefer legal access to abortions. Although many, perhaps most,
women claim they would never
have one, they dont want the
right taken away by the government.
The people who claim to fight
for the lives of the unborn are
barking up the wrong tree with
protests and lobbying. Shoving
gruesome pictures into the faces
of distraught women and calling
them murderers is not going to
make our society more respectful of human life.
Banning abortion altogether is

the quick and easy solution. It is
a very seductive idea to many in
power as well as people who feel
helpless and angry. But, I feel
most of these activists are more
concerned with screaming and
accusing than they are with improving the lives of born and unborn human beings.
If abortions were made illegal
they might come back in the
black market abortion industry
that existed before Roe vs. Wade.
Is this what pro-life leaders
want? I hope not.
It would make it easier for
lawmakers to ignore the real
problems that exist among the
segment of the population that
seeks abortions. Creating laws
makes it easier for them to step
back into blissful ignorance.
The answer lies in better sex
and reproductive education, as
well as the introduction of scientific advances in contraception to
the American public. But this is
beyond the comprehension of
many in the pro-life movement.
Henry Aldridge, like many politicians, seems to have an unrealistic idea about the way women
are raped. The same day he made
the above statement he made an
attempt to apologize for a remark
he made earlier. According to the
same article, Aldridge claimed
that victims of incestual rape
were promiscuous individuals.
This attitude is nothing new.
Every week we see articles detailing rape cases in which victims are accused of "asking for
it." How victims dress, how they
behave and whether or not they
"seduce" the rapists are issues
that are always debated. Al-
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though this Is understandable
when it comes from defense attorneys (after all, It is their job to
get defendants acquitted) Judges,
journalists and police are often
guilty of this viewpoint.
Even if a woman is promiscuous and even if she behaves
seductively, this does not justify
her being raped. No one deserves
to be raped, no matter what their
behavior or dress. No one should
be excused for raping an individual, no matter how much they've
had to drink or how much they've
been "led on."
Aldridge is looking for reasons
to debunk a woman's claim that
she has been raped. He is also
trying to take away a woman's
power over her own reproduction.
But if men were being raped by
women at one-tenth the rate that
women are raped by men, we
would be locking them up by the
thousands. If men could get
pregnant they would have access
to safe and legal abortions without question.

This attitude isn't confined to
North Carolina. Ronald Reagan
and George Bush were woefully
unaware of the plights of the
underprivileged in our country.
Say what you will about Bill Clinton, but you cant deny he is very
concerned with the problems of
Americans.
If Americans are dtaeatccfied
with Clinton he will be voted out
of office. But we cannot afford to
have Presidents or Congressional
Representatives close their eyes
and ears to the real problems facing Americans.
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What plans do you have
for the summer?

The News believes the Red Cross and individual citizens should be commended for taking the time and expending the effort to help people who are suffering.
Terrorist attacks inside the United States are terrifying. The realization that the attack was launched by
American citizens makes it all the more terrifying. We
can only combat this if we continue to be caring and decent citizens.
Thankfully, numerous people have shown they do
care. While it will not bring back the numerous people
who senselessly died, it does offer a little bit of hope for
the future.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200•-300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
1 paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.

My main goal for the summer
is pretty much just to work and
make money for the next school
year. At the moment I'm completely broke. I'm not sure what
job I'll get; a record store would
be nice. I'd also like to go to Ontario and go gambling.
Tim Connors
Sophomore
Health Care Administration

111 be working two jobs and
taking part in the Big-Brother,
Big-Sister program. I'll be working at a day care facility and at
Wal-Mart. There are a lot of
other things I'd like to do over
the summer, but I doubt I'll have
any time to do them.
Jamie Henderson
Sophomore
Pre-Social Work

I'm planning to work in Cleveland at the Recreation Department I'll be umpiring baseball
games and doing maintenance
work on baseball fields. I'll probably also take a class at Cuyaboga Community College if I can
find the time.
ToddEldridge
Freshman

I plan to go home to Dayton and
work at the National City Bank
office. I'll be working in the new
accounts division. I'd like to do
some traveling this summer, as
well. Maybe visit some family
and a few of my friends who go
here at their homes.
Raamen Bass
Freshman
Sports Management

The BG News Staff
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Homosexuals
deserve chance
After reading Wade Cummins' Letter to the Editor dealing with his reactions to the
homosexual lifestyle, I felt
compelled to respond. It remains as a subjective judgment for people to decide If
Cummins has indeed "discredited the word of God" as he
stated in his article, but just as
he feels driven to speak his beliefs openly, so too do the people he Is speaking out against
Our society Is based upon
the principle of people having
the freedom to speak in both
support and defense of their
beliefs and how they conduct
their lives. Evangelists and
church preachers state their
values loudly on their pulpits.
Musicians proclaim their beliefs through lyrics and music
Authors, philosophers and Intellectuals through their writings, and so on. In realization
of all this, how could one expect homosexuals not to speak
about themselves?
I'd say it's safe to say that
Cummins has pride in bis beliefs and that In turn gives him
the fortitude to take his stand.
In light of that, we can see that
many. If not all homosexuals,
are proud of themselves and
who they are and use that confidence In themselves to be
open about how they live their
lives.

In many ways, a lot of people are afraid that BGLAD
Week Is an excuse for homosexuals to openly try to force
their lifestyles upon heterosexuals. Based upon what I've seen, this is not the case.
It's a chance for them to try to
educate us as to their lifestyle
and to try to dispel the myths
that exist about them.
Why do they feel the need to
do this? Because many of the
rest of the general public
fears, distrusts and even hates
homosexuals. Jews were
feared and hated in Nazi Germany because Hitler said so,
Communists during the 1950s
due to Senator McCarthy's
paranoia and many ethnic minorities through the centuries
have suffered*
Despite all of this opposition, those groups have lifestyles and cultures that have
riches yet to be discovered,
and homosexuals are no
different
Technically, I'm a minority
due to my Hispanic nationality, but my being labelled as a
minority doesn't mean my
contribution to society can be
lessened by what I am.
The same principle applies
to homosexuals, for they could
contribute much If given a
proper chance Instead of facing near-fanatical opposition
at every turn.
JoeSwora
Sophomore
Spanish/Business
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THEY
SAID IT
"You have your whole day free to eat,
see your friends or do your laundry.
[Broadway is] a lazy man's heaven."
•Eric Stoltz, actor

ACROSS
THE NATION
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University
trust

\t

receives

The University recently
received a $90,000 trust from
the estate of John Allen Doane
of Warren, Ohio.
"We are most appreciative
to be the recipient of this gift
and are thankful for the generosity of individuals like Mr
Doane," said Philip Mason,
vice president for University
Relations. "Bequests and
trusts are often a means by
which individuals who may not
be in a position to make a gift
of this magnitude during their
lifetime can make a significant
contribution later on."
Doane earned a Bachelor of
Science degree in education
from the University in 1941.
As a student he was captain of
the University's first two
swim teams.
A Purple Heart recipient in
the Navy, Doane earned
master's degrees in education
and school administration
from the University of Buffalo.
He was a teacher for the
Warren Township schools and
a junior high school principal
in Warren before retiring in
1980.

Youths beat up Big Bird
poser

Shanghai Quartet to
perform
The heralded Shanghai
Quartet will be joined by flutist EuRenia Zukerman for a
performance April 29 in the
Bowling Green Festival Series.
The ensemble replaces Grupos Corpo, the Brazilian dance
troupe that canceled its Feb.
10 appearance on the series.
The April 29 performance will
begin at 8 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Formed at the Shanghai
Conservatory in 1983, the Shanghai Quartet members are
Weigang Li, violin; Yiwen
Jiang, violin; Honggang Li,
viola; James Wilson, cello.
Hailed as one of the leading
quartets of its generation, the
ensemble has collaborated
with numerous distinguished
musicians, including pianists
Peter Frankl and Lillian Kallir,
guitarist Eliot Fisk, violist Arnold Steinhardt and cellist
Carter Brey.
Last year the ensemble
received critical acclaim for
its debut compact disc release,
featuring works of Greig and
Mendelssohn.

ACROSS
THE STATE
selling like that just because of
having kids," Rooney said. "The
kids want everything. And it just
CENTERVILLE, Ohio - It's the means you're saying 'no' more
often. That's kind of a hassle."
ultimate in convenience for the
Smith said the carts do not obdevoted moviegoer: snacks
struct the view and prices for the
served at your seat.
refreshments are identical to
A marketing test under way at
the 12-screen Showcase Cinemas those sold in the lobby.
Mary Ann Grasso, executive
Cross Pointe Theater will dedirector of the National Associatermine whether the sales promotion will be showing up soon at tion of Theatre Owners in North
Hollywood, Calif., said the idea
a theater near you.
began catching on a few years
In February, National Amuseago.
ments of Boston chose Cross
"Once you get your good seat,
Pointe from among its 100
theaters across the United States you don't really want to get up,"
Grasso said. "It's actually a very
and Great Britain to test
.man idea."
down-the-aisle snack sales.
Belinda Judson, executive di"It started off slow," said Tim
Smith, district manager for
rector of the National Association
of Theatre Owners of Ohio, said
National Amusements. "It's
something the people weren't
theaters generally show the same
used to, or the employees. But it's movies, so some operations are
looking for a competitive edge.
starting to do better."
"What's going to set them apart
Smith said the service is offered as a convenience for
in the future is the customer serpatrons who are eager to get a
vice," Judson said.
seat and don't want to lose time at
Howard Lightman, executive
vice president of marketing for
the concession stand.
the Toronto-based Cineplex
"And some people can't stand
Odeon, said his company invento wait in a line of any type," he
ted the down-the-aisle cart. He
said.
said his 365-theater chain has
Moviegoers find an employee
wheeling a wire cart filled with
been selling in the aisles for
popcorn, caramel corn, soft
about a year.
drinks and candy up and down
"They've been very successthe aisles. Sales are made only
ful," Lightman said. "The conbefore the movie begins and dur- cept was how do we reach the
patron who doesn't want to stand
ing previews. So far, down-theaisle sales are being tried only on In line. We find that we're getting
the weekends, during peak busi- people that wouldn't otherwise
buy."
ness. Preliminary sales figures
were not available, the company
Bruce Austin, professor of
said.
Josh Wells, 18, of Miamisburg, mass communication at the Rochester
(N.Y.) Institute of Techthinks the idea is "cool."
"I don't know how many times nology, thinks down-the-aisle
I've been late to a movie and had selling would be an intrusion.
to stand there in a stupid line," he
"I think it's another good way
said.
Jim Place, 48, of Oakwood, also to wreck the movie experience,"
Austin said. "I go to the movies to
gave it a thumbs-up.
watch the movie. I don't go to the
"It's another way of making it
easier for the customer," he said. movies to listen to the moron two
But Sandra Rooney, 36, of Ket- rows behind me explain the picterlng, isn't thrilled with the idea. ture. And I don't go to the movies
to have all kinds of other distrac"I'm kind of against any kind of tions."

Theaters test down-theaisle snacks

1995 MAC
MEN'S TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS
APRll 27 -29 at BCSVSKEEFE COURTS*
Thursday 9 am, Friday 9..am, Saturday 8:30 am
ADMISSION IS FREE!

BRAINTREE, Mass. - A man
who dressed as Big Bird for a
4-year-old's birthday party was
beaten by six youths with a bat
just after he left, an attack videotaped by the child's family, police
said Sunday.
Wayne Quinn, 26, was taken to
the hospital with badly bruised
ribs and large bruises on his head
and arms.
The youths, ages 16 to 20, had
yelled obscenities at Quinn as he
arrived dressed as the "Sesame
Street" character at a house in
this Boston suburb, Sgt. Karen
MacAleese said.
When Quinn left, he changed
out of the suit in a van and approached the youths, who were
loitering across the street from
the house.
"I went over to... ask them to
knock it off with the language because of the kids," said Quinn,
who was hired for the party.
"They were looking for a fight."
He was punched, kicked and hit
with a baseball bat.
The youths, who ran away
when people came to Quinn's aid,
said Quinn started the fight Saturday afternoon. But MacAleese
said the videotape told a different
story.
"The video clearly showed the
attack was unprovoked," MacAleese said.
The youths were to be arraigned Monday on charges ranging
from assault and battery with a
dangerous weapon to simple assault.

NATIONAL Wi-.itlici
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to the club Scores.

"She's been here enough times
that now she knows a few of the
girls by name," an unidentified
spokesman told New York Newsday.

Country star to make
sitcom debut

LOS ANGELES -- It shouldn't
be too hard to spot Billy Ray
Cyrus during his acting debut on
"The Nanny." He'll be playing Billy Ray Cyrus.
The country star will appear on
the CBS series in the May 3 episode.
"The fact that I'm a fan of the
show, I was able to play myself
and that I've made two television
specials for ABC helped me make
the transition from singing to acting," he said.
The "Achy Breaky Heart" man
said he enjoyed the set of the
comedy starring Fran Drescher.
"It was a lot of fun working
with the cast," he said. "They're a
great bunch of people."
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ACROSS
THE WORLD
Killings endanger
Rwandan aid

NAIROBI, Kenya - Rwanda's
latest bloodletting has strengthened the hand of extremists who
want to topple its government
AUSTIN, Texas - Lady Bird
Johnson is back at home after be- and set back for years efforts to
rebuild the shattered country.
ing briefly hospitalized for a
The killing of at least 2,000
fainting SDell.
The former first lady was tak- refugees by government soldiers,
and reports that more are being
en to a hospital as a precaution
after she fainted near the end of a killed as they head home, has outraged donor governments and
private party at the Lyndon
endangered the flow of badly
Baines Johnson Presidential Library. She was released Tuesday. needed aid.
The slaughter also damaged
Mrs. Johnson, 82, has suffered moves toward national reconfrom fainting spells occasionally ciliation after last year's genoActress visits strip clubs over
cide, and sent a chilling message
the past 10 years following
to more than 2 million refugees
long periods of intense activity,
for upcoming role
still outside the country that it
said Liz Carpenter, Mrs. JohnNEW YORK - ft was research,
son's former press secretary and may not be safe to return yet.
plain and simple.
"Suddenly it seems there are
longtime friend.
Demi Moore held hubby Bruce
no good guys in Rwanda," said
Willis' hand as topless dancers
CARE spokesman Mark Richperformed for them at a Manhat"We just took the extra precau- ardson. "I don't know if it's a
tan club Saturday night, newstion of her going to the hospital
death knell, but some sort of bell
papers reported Tuesday.
for her to spend the night so the
is sounding for Rwanda."
Moore is cramming for her role doctors could check everything
So far, the government has
as a stripper in "Striptease,"
out," Ms. Carpenter said.
done
little to shore up its credibischeduled for Shooting later this
Compiled from staff and wire
lity,
shattered by the killings at
year. It was her fifth or sixth visit reports.
Kibeho camp Saturday.
Prime Minister Faustin Twagiramungu has pledged to punish
the guilty if an inquiry shows the
army planned the attack. But
President Pasteur Bizimungu has
claimed that only 300 people
were killed and that the army had
been attacked.
Choose from choice apartments within walking
"The government doesn't help
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
itself by insisting that only 300
died at Kibeho when anyone with
1995-1996.
a television set knows the figure
was much, much higher," Rich2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
ardson said.

X♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Rwanda survives on foreign aid
and expertise - and much of the
aid has been tied to repatriating
refugees outside of Rwanda.
Without it, there would still be no
electricity, no running water, no
telephones. There would be precious little food and medicine.
The Kibeho massacre, in a
single stroke, endangered the
flow of that aid.
The Netherlands announced it
would suspend $30 million in aid
promised to Rwanda this year.
The European Union, which has
given $940 million in relief to
Rwanda over the past year, is
reassessing its policy.
The Kibeho massacre also
could help extremist Hutu militiamen and former Hutu
government soldiers to "make
good on the threat to invade the
country," said Ray Wilkinson,
spokesman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees.
The deaths confirm refugees'
fears that they will not be safe at
home, a fear that Hutu extremists have exploited to slow the
return of refugees and thwart
reconciliation.
"The issue of reconciliation
surely has been put on the back
burner for the foreseeable future," Wilkinson said.
Just six months ago, the U.N. World Food Program had esti- ■ :■
mated It would take one to two
years to repatriate the 2 million
Rwandan refugees outside the
country.
Because of Kibeho, that pro- , •
cess will be take years longer,
said WFP spokeswoman Brenda
Barton.

i641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-43801
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Thank You for Recycling!

SANDPIPER BEACON
BEACH RESORT
650 FEET OF GULF BEACH FRONTAGE
1
1

$91 PER PERSON PER WEEK

0^ GET DRESSED BEFORE +m
J^L YOU HIT THE ROAD, mm

104 S. Main St.

353-0988

GRADUATION
BUFFET
Saturday May 6, 1995
AssortedSalads, fresh fruit, Chickgn "Xfibobs,
Sirlion Steaks, friedJumbo Shrimp
Au Qratin Potatoes, "Rice (Paaf, California Mixed
Vegetables, 'Dessert, 'Rpdand'Butter

Food Service on the buffet will begin
approximately 45 minutes after the
Commencement Ceremony

y

- RAIN SITES ARE CENTRAL FITNESS & WESTOWNE IN TOLEDO

WARM

Former first lady
released from hospital

INFORMATION I BOO 488 8;

AKRON-BALL STATE-BOWLING GREEN
EASTERN-MIAMI-TOLEDO-WESTERN

COLD

Jloves help you manipulate controls better. Leathers help prevent hypo- P * >
thermia. And all gear protects against (lying objects. Which is vitally ^J/
important if you ever become the flying object. WTHWrlU Sinn immumW,

•Price $1035 plus To*.
Parties of 6 or more: gratuity Added
Limited Observations 553(888
"Buffet upstairs only. Hfffular Menu downstairs

Campus
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Philanthropies
unite Greeks
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Two Greek chapters cosponsored last weekend's Philanthropy Days for the third year in
a row.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority and
Theta Chi fraternity planned the
"Sandblast" volleyball tournament, however, this was the first
time the tournament actually
took place. The event had been
canceled because of rain the past
two years.
Christy Schultz, philanthropy
chairwoman for Alpha Chi
Omega, said the event went well
with 19 teams participating and
several hundred people showing
support during the tournament.
"This is something we can
work on in the years to come,"
Schultz said. "It will now be easier to plan for it in the future
since one has taken place."
Also included in the philanthropy weekend was the Beta S00
sponsored by the Beta Theta Pi
fraternity.

Students gain
global insight

The Man

Andy Phelan, Beta 500 chairman, said the event had a good
response even though the weather was a little cold.
He estimated that more than
2,000 peoole attended the philanthropy on Sunday.
"I thought the event was successful and the races were excellent because there was a lot of
and third.
The women's bracket of the
race was won by the Delta Gamma sorority with Alpha Chi
Omega and Alpha Omicron Pi
rounding out the top three.

Amy Johnson
The BC News

Phelan said he was happy to
help plan the philanthropy and he
appreciated all of the help he
received from his fellow fraternity brothers in setting up the
event.
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity's
Laugh Olympics also took place
over the weekend and those attending had fun, said Eric Barren, philanthropy chairman for
the fraternity.

Tk« BC Newi/Betli MMttra

Larry Inguaglato receives the Cadet of the Year Award Tuesday
night at the ROTC 1995 spring award ceremony In Kobacker
Hall.

Teachers share experience

Role playing has become a lesson in politics for IS students on
the University Model UN team.
Model UN is a simulated
United Nation's exercise, said
Curtis Peet, director and adviser
of Model UN.
During the spring, the Model
UN team participates in a
national conference in New York
City, where they act out the role
of the United Nations.
This year's conference, sponsored by the Department of Political Science, took place April
10-15.
"Over 160 other schools with
around 2,000 students attend this
conference," Peet said.
Each school that attends the
conference is given an assigned
country to represent.
"This year the University
played the role of Pakistan," Peet
said. "Every member had to
learn everything about Pakistan,
like what the country wants,
needs, has and what its interests
are compared to other countries.
Students are able to see the world
from Pakistan's viewpoint."
Each student on the team is as-

signed a committee to represent
during the week-long conference.
"Like the United Nations is divided, so is our 'mock United Nations'," he said. "The issues of
each committee ranged from the
Bosnia conflict and population
growth to the global environment."
One of the students who participated in the conference learned
the responsibilities of a United
Nations delegate.
"Participating in the conference gave me a better understanding and certain opportunities to learn about domestic and
foreign policies," said Bruce
Purdy, a senior international and
Russian studies major and head
delegate. "It taught me how we
as a world work together."
Students attending *he conference learn about the issues that
involve our nation and world.
"The conference teaches the
students on how to view and appreciate important national issues from another country's perspective," Peet said. "It lets them
appreciate how difficult is it for
countries to come to an agreement on global problems."

History repeats itself for University student in mom's former post Task foi*Ce plcUlS
Amy Johnson
The BC News

Purely coincidental yet remarkably true, history does repeat itself, as it did for one University student.
Lori Ferstler, a senior education major graduating in May,
was assigned a student teaching
job under first-grade teacher
-Carol Wines in December at
Rlley Elementary In Fostoria,

SgBbta.

5* After a couple weeks of teach-

*

it

ing and a little small talk between
the two women, they realized
their mothers were in the same
situation at the same elementary
school.
Thirty-two years ago, Ferstler's mother, Joyce Ferstler, student taught under Florence Lott,
Wine's mother.
"Not only did we realize that
my mother student taught under
Carol's mother, but that we all
will have graduated from Bowling Green when I graduate In

ATTENTION
Internatte^l Travelers

all us first for the lowest
international rates to rtjost
'Jimftd destinations

May," Ferstler said, "It Is all
pure coincidence."
"I had already completed my
methods at Lowell in Fostoria, so
I didn't think I would be able to
come to Fostoria again," she said.
"I never thought I would teach In
the same town or the same school
as my mother, let alone have this
happen."
Ferstler and her mother have
discussed the changes in student
teaching through the years.
Joyce Ferstler, formerly Joyce
Gillig, attended a cadet program
In a branch In Fostoria when the
demand for teachers was high
"My mother was considered a
teacher during her sophomore
year in cadet teaching," Ferstler
said. "There was such a demand

for teachers that she even taught
without a teacher's certificate.
"When students student teach
today, we have to wait toward the
end of our education at the school
[to do so]."
Joyce Ferstler taught for eight
years, then substituted while she
raised her family. She Is currently a full-time teacher in Fostoria
Ferstler wants to teach in the
Bowling Green area. However,
she said she will probably be a
substitute teacher for a while.
"This is my mother's first year
back in teaching and she already
has a job," Ferstler said. "Being a
substitute teacher will only give
me more experience in the teaching field."

■EJMBEa
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, DARLING
Alternative

352-1571
Woodland Mall
353-0988

19 & over

104S. MAIN

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Information regarding the
University may eventually be
more accessible and easier to obtain through the World Wide
Web.
World Wide
Web is a universe of networkaccessible information and
embodiment of
human knowledge, said Philip Mason, vice
president for
University Relations.
"Web allows Individuals to
communicate Increasingly via
computer," Mason said.
The intent of the Web is to
make the Internet more accessible, said Deb McLaughlin, associate director of public relations.
In December, Mason established the Public Relations Task
Force on Internet Services.
The purpose of the task force
was to develop guidelines and
provide direction to the University community on how to project
the image of the University most
effectively in the rapidly expanding electronic environment.
"It's important to have a con-

sistent image of the University,"
McLaughlin said. "We're encouraging areas of the University to
establish a Web appearance."
Kelly Moore, a member of the
task force, said members of the
task force want to facilitate Integration of the Internet and the
Web Into the campus as a whole.
"We look at how the University
is going to build its own Web
pages," Moore said.
In January, the BGNet Task
Force coordinated a half-day
workshop to introduce faculty
and staff to the capabilities of the
WWW services. More than 40
faculty and staff participated.
In the past several weeks, numerous academic and administrative offices have expressed an
Interest In making their materials and services available electronically through the Internet
Services, particularly the WWW.
To facilitate this involvement,
a special WWW course will be offered during the summer sessions.
The course will provide the
technical and management concepts and skills necessary for
developing appropriate Web materials and for effectively Inte
grating this new activity into the
area's workload.
"We want to instruct on whj
See WEB, page men.
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■*► FREE DELIVERY
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Heather Cvengros
The BC News
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JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

implementation
of Internet, Web

Extended
Hours
NOW!!!
Open Until 2
AM Sun-Wed
3 AM ThurSdt. _.

^PAPA JOHN'S 10th Anniversary Sale
2 Large 14" One
Topping Pizza's Only $"| Q.00
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Prisoner pleads guilty
to conspiracy charge
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - An Inmate accused in a guard's slaying during
a riot at the state's maximumsecurity prison has pleaded
guilty to a conspiracy charge.
Stanley Cummlngs was a
leader In the
April 1993 riot
at the Southern

Monday in Hamilton County
Common Pleas Court. He was
charged with conspiracy to
commit murder in the guard's
death.

"I'm confident he'll
be 70 years old before
he gets out. I'll do
everything in my
power to see that
happens."

page five

Flashers

receiving stolen property and
forgery in Cuyahoga County.
Special Prosecutor Mark
Piepmeier said he is certain
Cummlngs, who has been in
prison since 1990, will remain
there until 2025.
"I'm confident he'll be 70 years
old before he gets out," Piepmeier said. "Ill do everything In
my power to see that happens."
Cummlngs, along with Muslim
leader Carlos Sanders - now
known as Slddique Hasan - and
Stacey Gordon began planning
the riot in January 1993, Gordon
has testified.
They agreed to riot after learning that then-warden Arthur Tat e
Jr. planned to force Muslim
prisoners to be tested for tuberculosis on April 12 that year,
Gordon has said.

Ohio Correctional Facility,
prosecutors
said. One guard
and nine inmates died during the 11-day
Mark Piepmeier
uprising.
special prosecutor
A
c o defendant, Jason Robb, 27, of
Judge William Stapleton of
Montgomery County, was convicted of aggravated murder in Brown County sentenced Cumthe death of guard Robert Val- mlngs to seven to 25 years in
landlngham and received a death prison. The term will run at the
Cummlngs was one of the most
same time as the 11 1/2 to outspoken riot leaders during the
sentence.
Cummlngs, 39, entered the plea 35-year sentence Cummlngs Is April 15,1993, meeting In which
before his trial was to begin serving for aggravated robbery. prisoners voted to kill a guard.

Lawyers debate funding
Current state financing declared unconstitutional
John Chalfant
The Associated

NEW LEXINGTON - A lawsuit
to overturn the state's school
funding system went before a
three-judge appeals panel Tuesday.
Lawyers for
the state and
for most of Its
611 school districts debated
before the 5th
Ohio District
Court of Appeals a lower
court ruling
that declared
the current financing method unconstitutional.
The Ohio Coalition for Equity &
Adequacy of School Funding left
the hearing confident It would
prevail when the case reached
the Ohio Supreme Court, as both
sides agreed it would
But William Phillis, coalition
executive director, said the
struggle would continue even if
schools lose.
"If we lost at the Supreme
Court level, I think the coalition
is sufficiently committed to adequate funding for all kids that the
steering committee would explore other avenues to get the Job
done," Phillis said.
Alternatives: a federal court

IIIIITI

lawsuit, or a petition drive to
place the matter before voters
statewide.
"If this route doesn't worn
well use another route, but we
don't think we're going to have to
go beyond the Supreme Court,"
he said "We're not figuring on
losing."
At issue in Tuesday's court
session was the state's appeal of
Ferry County Common Pleas
Judge Linton Lewis Jr.'s ruling
last July 1 that the state-local
system of paying for primary
and secondary education was
inadequate and inequitable.
Joel Taylor, the state's lawyer,
said a 1979 Ohio Supreme Court
ruling that upheld the funding
system was a binding legal
precedent Lewis should have followed
Taylor said disparities In perpupil spending among districts
had narrowed since that high
court decision 16 years ago, and
that there since had been substantial growth in state spending
for schools.
Lewis had ruled that education
was a fundamental right under
the Ohio Constitution. Judge W.
Scott G win put the question to
Taylor.
"Explain to me your rationale
for finding that education Is not a
fundamental right and one of the
purposes of government," Gwin
asked
Taylor replied there was no

orriciis'

doubt about the Importance of
education.
Then Gwin broke in: "I'm hard
pressed to find anything more
important."
Nicholas Pittner, the coalition's
lawyer, said the constitution
made education the Legislature's
responsibility, but that legislators had not provided enough
money to allow all districts to
meet basic educational standards.
He said a state survey had
identified $10 billion worth of
school construction needs statewide.
"When we have buildings that
are falling down ... can we doubt
that our school districts are starved for funds?" Pittner said.
Judge John W. Wise asked if
courts should substitute their
judgment for tliat of legislators.
"In effect, we're judicially legislating," Wise said. "I'm not
ready to decide where I am on
that."
Robert McAlister, a State
Board of Education lawyer, said
the case was not only an appropriate subject for court review
but for a court-imposed solution.
"If In fact this court and subsequently the Ohio Supreme
Court does find liability ... it is
not only within the power of the
court to fashion a remedy, it is
the absolute duty of the court to
do so," McAlister said.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAT TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
mtMumTcouni

TOO CM MIL

For details, visit Captain Boisseau, Rm. 151
Memorial Hall or call 372-2476
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Jim Beriswlll, an employee of Perk Construction of Bedford, Ohio, Installs a flashing traffic light at the
intersection of state routes 550 and 13 In Athens, Ohio, April 25.
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Gangs hit reservation North Florida suffers

from tornado damage

Navajos try to deal with 'urban problem'
-1.

Maria Dial
The Associated Press

MM PORT DEFIANCE, Ariz. - Beneath the red
rock spires and ponderosa pines of the Navajo
Nation, a scourge of urban America Is leaving
*' its mark in the spray-painted insignia of gangs.
11 Here on the nation's largest Indian reservation, young men In baggy pants and bandanas
- strike a discordant note amid awe-inspiring
canyons and cattle grazing quietly under clear
skies.
i More than 200 miles from the nearest big city,
gangs are being blamed for an increase in beatings, stabbings, drug trafficking and killings,
i, "I beat up a couple of Dragons - stabbed a
few," said a 19-year-old Navajo who calls himself G Money.
The young man speaks unabashedly of his acivities in the Insane Young Cobra Nation.
He said he's never killed anyone but claims to
e come close once and he's willing to try
aln.
, I'll shoot any Dragon," he said.
«3* The Dragons are a rival group in Fort Defiance, about seven miles north of the tribal
_ ■' capi tal of Window Rock in northeastern Arizona.
•Their spray-painted trademarks compete with
those of the Cobras on concrete bridges, red
cliff faces and the abandoned shell of a house
within yards of G Money's home.
Navajo police said gang activity among the
reservation's 160,000 residents has escalated far
beyond vandalism since the problem surfaced
five years ago with a rash of beatings in middle
school bathrooms.
"It wasn't really fights, it was Just initiation
rites in the bathrooms," Capt. Francis Bradley
said.
Next came colors, which Identify members
with their gangs, graffiti and beatings.
Police suspect six murders in the Window
Rock area last year were gang-related and they
have seen the beginnings of turf wars, drive-by
shootings, drug trafficking and retaliatory killings.
A 14-year-old boy who committed suicide last
year apparently did so because he was being
pressured to Join a gang, said BUI Smith, principal of Window Rock High School in Fort Defiance.

The violence contradicts the traditions of the
Navajo, who long ago were warriors before
turning to the peaceful pursuits of sheepherding, silversmithing and weaving learned
from their Pueblo neighbors.
The gang culture now threatens to overshadow the family loyalty prized by traditional Navajo, Smith said.
"More and more families are being affected
by the fighting," Smith said. "It's really amazing
when you talk to a kid and they say, 'Yeah, it's
my cousin and I beat up on him and I feel bad
about it,' but they do."
Young people on the reservation often Join
gangs out of a need for group identity. Navajo
officials view the trend as tragedy In a tribe
with a proud cultural identity of its own.
"They're searching for where they belong,"
said tribal President Albert Hale Jr. "They don't
realize they also belong to the Navajo Nation."
'The kids Just don't have anything to believe
in, and I sense that's the heart of it," Smith said.
"The traditional belief system gives them something to work with, and I think they need that"
G Money said his tribe and gang affiliations
are completely separate. He said being a gangster is about getting the respect missing in his
life.
Young people from the Window Rock area also
are spreading their inner-city mentality to smaller, rural communities scattered across the reservation's 24,000 square miles in Arizona, New
Mexico and Utah.
Tribal police have just two officers assigned
full time to gang cases, both of them in Window
Rock.
"We need a unit In every police district to deal
with the problem," said Sgt. Frank Bradley, one
of the two officers. There are seven districts.
Officials at the 800-student high school have
banned the green-and-black hooded sweatshirts
and bandanas favored by the Cobras. They have
confiscated weapons including motorcycle
chains, spiked collars, retractable razor blades,
knives sheathed in notebook paper and guns.
"It's when you come out here to the streets,
that's when you've got to watch your back," G
Money said. "It's getting worse out here."

The Associated Press
PALATKA, Fla. - A tornado
that tore across a section of
northern Florida damaged
several homes, a hospital, college
and church. Several people suffered minor Injuries.
The twister touched down in
the small community of Francis,
then moved east to Palatka, cutting a 400-yard swath through the
area but missing two elementary
schools, a middle school and Palatka High School.
"Our fire station In Francis reported the tornado because they
were hit," Dean Kelly, Putnam
County's director of public
safety, told the Palatka Daily
News.
Jane and Pat Kemp were Inside
their auto repair garage when the
storm struck just before noon,
collapsing the building.
"We were able to crawl out,"
Mrs. Kemp said as she surveyed
damage that included a Ford
Bronco that was crushed when a
truck was tossed on top of it.
Three people were treated at
Putnam Community Hospital, including two who suffered lacerations and one with a back injury.
Authorities said a man also
suffered bums to his hands when
he picked up part of a downed
transformer line, and four people
suffered chest pains that might
have been caused by anxiety.
Seven homes were destroyed
in unincorporated Putnam
County, 19 suffered major damage and 152 were less seriously
damaged, Kelly said.
In Palatka, a building housing
the Real Life Evangelistic Pentecostal Center collapsed.
"We will rebuild, but we don't
have insurance," said the minister, Dorothy Moody. No one was

APPh»i<>":u-phcnMot1oa
RoM'no i is m-day-old baby, Charity, New Testament Church of God
Pastor Kick Bledsoe of Palatka, Fla., walks through the wreckage of
•hec'
'i after a tornado destroyed the building.
in the church at the time the tor- Johns students live, windows
nado hit.
were blown out of apartments
Other damaged structures in- and doors were ripped off.
cluded several buildings on the
The storm also blew out power
St Johns Community College lines and transformers, knocking
campus.
out power to 11,000 customers of
At the nearby Palatka Oaks the Clay Electric Cooperative.
Apartments, where several St.

Dahmer victim's Arab Americans fight judgments
ffimily appeased
Brian S. Akre
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE - The city's Common Council approved an $850,000
payment Tuesday to settle a lawsuit accusing police of mistakes that
led to the murder of a teen-ager by Jeffrey Dahmer.
Two patrolmen found 14-year-old Konerak Slnthasomphone
ged, injured and naked on a street May 27,1991, and returned
> Dahmer, who convinced them the boy was his drunken lover.
ner, who was from the Akron area, said he killed the boy Just
i later.
; boy's family filed suit, alleging prejudice led the patrolmen to
i black neighbors' fears for the boy.
1
1991, the remains of 11 victims were found In Daimler's
at He admitted killing 17 young men and boys in an orgy of
Ilia, dismemberment and cannibalism.
r was killed with another inmate Nov. 28 by a third prisoner
•lumbla Correctional Institution, where he was serving 16 con) life sentences. The prisoner faces trial in the slayings.
atatlve agreement on the settlement was reached In March, Just
: a trial was to begin on the lawsuit Deputy City Attorney Rui M. Konrad said it was not an admission of guilt.
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DEARBORN, Mich. - Arab
Americans have grown weary of
being assumed suspects
whenever terrorism dominates
the headlines.
When the
first suspect
charged in the
Oklahoma City
bombing
turned out to be
a white, homegrown American, there was
a sense of relief on the
streets of this
nation's Arab-American communities.
"We were all so glad it wasn't
an Arabic person who did that,"
said Ahmed Rizk, taking a break
Monday in front of his family's
butcher shop in Dearborn.
"We know if it was an Arabic
person, we would've catched
hell."
Across the country, many law
enforcement agencies, reporters,
politicians and ordinary Americans jumped to the mistaken
conclusion that Arab terrorists
were behind the bombing of the

Oklahoma City federal building.
The rush to judgment led to an
anti-Arab fervor that showed itself in bomb threats, harassing
phone calls and vandalism
against Arab groups, mosques
and Arab Americans across the
nation.
Authorities detained some
Arab Americans for questioning,
including a traveling Oklahoma
City man who was taken in handcuffs from London's Heathrow
Airport and flown back to the
states.
"At first, we thought it must be
Muslims and Arabs," Illinois
Gov. Jim Edgar said. "I think we
owe apologies*taihi'm all."
Haldar Alsaidi, a Shiite from
Iraq, said Monday that his
26-year-old wife miscarried
shortly after someone knocked
on the windows of their Oklahoma City home the day after the
bombing and she ran to the bathroom to hide.
In Kansas City, an Islamic
group closed its school the day
after Wednesday's bombing because of bomb threats. But most
of the backlash was felt in more
subtle forms.
"We had bad looks from everybody," said Al Hashem, owner of
a small grocery store in Dearborn.

Engineer Moe Ishmael, who attended the prayer service Sunday in Oklahoma City for the
bomb's victims, said his coworkers began staring at him
when they heard the initial reports that Islamic fundamentalists were suspected.
"This is my community, these
are my neighbors, this is my
home," he said. "I suffered the
same as anyone else - the shock
- and then I was reluctant to go
out."
Abid Al-Marayati, a native of
Iraq and a retired political science professor at the University
of Toledo, said he has seen *>
sternly erosion of tolerance for
Arab Americans over the years.
Aficr he publicly criticized the
Bush administration's decision to
bomb Iraq in the Gulf War, a
Toledo radio talk-show host
raised money over the air to send
Al-Mnrayati back to Iraq.
"The U.S., as a living environment for me, has been getting
very bad," he said. "When I go to
sleep now, I leave the lights on."

thai Arab terrorists might be to
Mai"e.
"V ii guys are responsible for
a lol of it," he told a reporter
froi'i behind the counter in his
cramped store. "Unfortunately,
that's the way everyone makes
upihoirmind."
ll.nb said he fears an overreaciion against Arab immigrant, even though white Americans are being investigated in
the bombing. Congress is consider ;ng tougher Immigration restrir'ions and limits on fundmi
■ by groups classified as
for<; vi terrorist organizations.
"1! a person is gjllty, fine pro? cute him," Harb said. "But
don' '.-ample on other people's
righis in the process."
A' -y Arab Americans object
to v a they see as Americans'
mis' :<en belief that the Arab
woi" ' condones terrorism as a
poli- -.il tool. They say it reflects
a gi ral ignorance about Islam
and'' -'MiddleEast.

Lebanese American Ali Harb,
who owns a small Middle Eastern
"I
market In Dearborn, said that in
the hours after the Oklahoma takCity bombing, network news It,"
shows were rife with suggestions lly .-

nle don't really want to
little while to think about
"iliem said. "Islam is tota:
nst something like that."
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Photo Editor
Photographer
Reporter
Sports Reporter
Asst. Sports Editor
Graphics Editor
Copy Chief

Asst. Copy Chief
Weekend Reality Editor
W.R. Mg. Editor
W.R. Writer
Copy Editor (8)
Columnist (5)
Editorial Cartoonist
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Clinton campaigns in Iowa

WEB
Continued from page four.

academic and administrative departments should participate,"
McLaughlin said.
Specific subject matter will include public relations objectives
and guidelines, capabilities of the
Web, navigating the Web, In"Should we modify it? ternet tools and technology,
physical and logical design of
Can we improve it?
pages, Web development
I'm sure we can. But Web
tools and establishing effective
our first rule should processes for managing Web information.
be: Do no harm.
There will be a significant
hands-on development compothat will provide enrollees
Bill Clinton nent
the opportunity to develop Web
U.S. president materials for their areas.
"It's the first new medium
since television ~ it's an exciting
In defending subsidies, Clinton way to get information on the
and Harkin were talking about a computer," McLaughlin said.
Amy Cole, assistant director of
whole system of price supports
to make sure farmers get good Alumni Affairs, said the Web is
prices for crops, even whin de- accessible to current and prospective students as well as
mand is down.
alumni.
"Eventually, people using the
Web will be able: to complete ad-

President urges more support for agricultural research
Ron Foumler
The Associated Press

AMES, Iowa - President Clinton, hoping to ward off Democratic re-election opposition in
this key campaign state, staged a
national rural conference today
and vowed to
protect family
farms from
zealous budgetcutters.
"I don't believe we ought
to destroy the
farm support
program,"
Clinton said,
Clinton
surrounded by
farmers, academics, business

leaders and residents of rural
America.
Convening the gathering at
Iowa State University, Clinton
also called for continued funding
of agriculture research programs and urged conference participants to consider the broader
problems of rural America, even
off the farm, and to "reward the
good values that reside there."
The event was designed to
focus on problems and success
stories outside America's big cities, with Clinton outlining the
principles his administration will
follow in crafting the next farm
bill. He also planned to address
the Iowa legislature late today.
But the underlying reason for
the trip was politics.

Iowa holds the nation's first
test of strength in the string of
primaries and caucuses next
year, and Clinton's trip was one
of a series he will make to politically important states as the 1996
campaign begins to take shape.
Opening the conference in this
farming state, Clinton conceded
that the farm-support program
needs modification in light of the
budget deficit. But he said massive cuts would be ill-timed, after
trimming subsidies in 1985,1990
and 1983 and following a world
trade agreement that he said is
opening markets.
"Should we modify it? Can we
improve It? I'm sure we can,"
Clinton said. "But our first rule
should be: Do no harm."

some feeling.
To Wilson: What was the worst
piece of legislation you witnessed
this year?
Wilson: I'm completely oblivious to that stuff. My biggest
disappointment with the legislation this year Is that I didn't get
to cast the deciding vote on anything.
To Mathe: Do you think that the
original failure of Amendment 6,
or the failure of Amendment 10,
hurt USC's desired image as a
productive organization?
Mathe: Definitely Amendment
6's original failure. But I think
USG members quickly snapped
to and realized that [voting it
down] was the wrong thing [to
do], and initiated the passage of

that bill.
To Wilson: What advice could
you offer next year's USG president and vice president ?
Wilson: Uh...
To Mathe: Where do you see
yourself living after graduation?
Do you plan to return to Bowling
Green for avisit someday soon?

MATHE
Continued from page one.

reunion and our Mathe/Wllson
political consulting firm. The
stress of working together has
been nothing to the stress of living together.
To Mathe: What is the one
single issue, or piece of legislation, that you are most proud of?
Mathe: It was definitely the establishment of a Student Budget
Committee and the greater student access and involvement into
the General Fee. It was the culmination of two years of effort,
and we achieved more success
than we expected. Bill and I both,
I think, had been involved with
that from the start. To finally see
something that you've put so
much time and effort into come
to fruition - it was just an awe-

who is going to hire you, and what
are yougoing to doforaliving?
Wilson: I've got what look? I'm
planning on going into politics
for a few years, through the 1996
elections, and then I'm headed
off to grad school. I'll get a
master's degree in something.

To Wilson: You've got that I'mdestined-to-be-a-yuppie look. But

.DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

Thinking about a graduate degree in
business? The University of Toledo's
graduate business programs include
the MBA, Master of Taxation, MS in
Accounting, and MS and PhD in
Manufacturing Management.

For information contact:
The Office of Graduate Studies in Business
Thi' I iiivcrsil) of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606-3390
Phone: <-41'» 537-2774 Fax: (4I«>) 537-7744

Make your search easy with Newlove Rentals
Special Benefits:
• No parental guarantee
• Professional Management
• Full time maintenance service
• Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:
725
114
117
125

I DON'T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP

Graduate
Programs
in Business

starts with a professional management team!

S. College
Fifth St.
High St.
Fifth St.
Sixth St.

i

Out feature which separates
the Web from other Internet applications is that it contains pictures and sound, Moore said.
"The Web is a way to promote
ourselves as a University,"
Mason said. "It informs adults
and prospective students about
the University, academic programs, and size - It enables people to learn, how to ask questions
and who to ask."
>
Mason said the University has
a good beginning but will always
continue to improve the presentation.
"Deb McLaughlin and the task
force has accomplished a lot of
work - they've done a terrific
Job," Mason said.

The Universi :y of Toledo

Mathe: I see myself in Charlottesville, Va, at the University
of Virginia law school. No question about that, at least for three
years. Man, I've got to get out of
this weather, because it drives
me crazy. Do I see myself returning to BG for visits? Definitely.

Modern Living ...

228
801
309
803
824

missions applications, update
mailing addresses and find out
athletic schedules," Cole said
"Students will also be able taget
into the different colleges «nd
find out information such as the
different classes and majors offered."
i I

,
,

Whichever program you choose,
at UTyou'll receive:
♦ a recognized faculty of teacher-scholars
♦ high quality affordable programs
♦ state-of-the-art facilities
♦ flexible programs of study
♦ beautiful suburban campus setting
♦ close proximity to major cities
-,

Ninth St.
1/2 S. Main
1/2 N. Main
& 131 Clay St

Slop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure

A New Line of Specialty Pizzas Loaded with More Cheese and More Toppings!

BY POPULAR DEMAND

UPTOWN
PRESENTS
B.G/s
FIRST-BIG-TIME

COUNTRY
NIGHT
WEDNESDAY

DELI STYLE (served cold I
VEGGIE • ITALIAN • HAM & CHEESE
OVEN BAKED (served hot l
SUPREME • MEATSA • CHEESER • PEPPERONI • VEGGIE^

■mttatomKiwca
i -* ram ■ V met
i
MNcatiuu)
I WTIMHOTM
i

DANCE LESSONS FROM 8:00 - 9:00 PM

; $i« ,;$i2£» >;

• FEATURING LATEST IN COUNTRY VIDEOS AND MUSIC
• $ DOLLAR SPECIALS ALL NIGHT $
• NEWLY ENLARGED DANCE FLOOR AND LIGHT SHOW

I

M* LittleCaesanr
uiuei^esaiy ■ ^. ®IittteCa»arr
<&)
112 S. Mercer B.G.
Open late finals week!

' .

aUntriaKaaataaa
*<M»atari <>1WSlU.h.
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^ PIZZAS

1 LARGE PIZZA
1

*799'•;:, **&■

354-6500 W<
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DELIVERING!
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Baerga healthy
after strike layoff

Falcons sink Vikings' ship
Marty Fuller
The BC News
Die Bowling Green baseball
team put another big hole in
the Cleveland State Vikings'
.ship Tuesday as they pounded
their lnt restate guests, 19-8, at
Steller Field.
The Falcons glide to 21-13
overall while their MidAmerican Conference record
remains at 12-4, 1/2 game
.ahead of Central Michigan.
With the loss the Vikings' record sinks to 8-23-1.
"We looked at their [CSU's]
stats and could see that they
were having a down year, but
everyone knows the game isn't
played on paper," BG head
coach Danny Schmitz said
" Extra paper, however, was
needed to score this 31/2 hour
marathon in which the Falcons
used 18 different batters and
three pitchers in nine innings.
BG chalked up two errors,
while the Vikings helped out
the Falcons' cause with six
fumbles of their own.
BG hitters went to the batter's box S3 times and produced 20 hits. CSU was able to
connect for hits on 11 different
occasions.
"It was a good game for us,
especially after our bats were
silent in our last game,"

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

1

Tkt BG Ntwifltew Wclir.tr

A BG batter takes a rip at pitch In a game earlier this year. The Falcons beat Cleveland State 19-8 yesterday.
Schmitz said. "Everyone got
into the action and contributed
in some way or another."
The hit parade was conducted by four different Viking
pitchers. Mickey Moses got the
start but was yanked in the

first after giving up three runs.
CSU hurlers Brad Ganor,
Jerry Rich and Matt Austin all
got shots at the Falcons, but
none could stop the BG hitting
spree.
Mark Tomallo scored the

*» T 1 Item & Small Sub

I■• 7" 1 item °&rBreadsticka

«Pi*one
■Ho's
l~TZZCl Since 1964
$3,00 Minimum

Open 4 p.m. Weekdays
Frl • Sat • SOB • Lunch

"Voted Best
Pizza in BG"

l
I
ft

& 1 Pop

1 ITEM PIZZA
5 J i uagt
Phis! Breadsticka or 2 Liter I I i-item Pizza
Small 10"-E* it .so $5.75 | | rmtceuvarcuimtDAKEA
Med. 12"- EI ii .75

78

86.

FREE DELIVERY ■ LIMITED AREA

FREE DELT.TRV • UUrtED AREA

352-5166 _ .
Het VaMWUliAaj Other Ofcr
txptreeS/13/98

Scc BASEBALL, page ten.

f

""*

I"•2 Orders Breadsticka
£r
I
°
_• 10" Cheeses Pizza (Ex. It. 50 c ea.)
I

Free Delivery

Falcons' first run after a single
by Mike Combs. Andy Tracy
and Combs posted two more
runs for BG when they rounded the bases on a single by Ja-

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The
strike forced Carlos Baerga to do
something he'd never consider
doing voluntarily.
He took a few weeks off.
"I dont know that the strike
really helped anybody, but physically, It probably did help him,"
Indians manager Mike Hargrove
said as Baerga was putting up
spring numbers that were positively gaudy.
The Cleveland second baseman
hit .550 with five home runs and
18 RBI, all team highs, In 11
games this spring. He homered
in each of his last four games in
Florida, hit safely in his Last eight
and closed the exhibition season
with 17 hits in his last 25 at bats.
Baerga usually plays year
round, moving from the majorleague regular season to winter
ball to spring training. The strike
interrupted the routine, giving
him a break at the end of last
summer and another one before
the start of this year's delayed
spring training.
In between those rests, he
played a full season in Puerto
Rico, helping his team win the
Caribbean World Series. It was
there that he got some tutoring in
the one aspect of his game that

I
■

I
■

352-5166

I I

Get

II

IChlc*> Sljlc A

II

Only

6!

additional Pizzas for $5 ea.
EM.

l*m. tl .001

Add lircudsltcks! Onlu $ 1.95
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IMVaMWMhAByOtharOatr
I II
■ ■/lt/M
b-aml/ltVM
■ ■

I
I

352-5166 !

remains his only apparent weakness: his erratic fielding.
His teacher was one of his
closest friends as well as his
biggest rival for recognition as
the best second baseman in the
American League - Toronto's
Roberto Alomar.
Alomar, easily the more accomplished fielder, played on the
same winter team as Baerga,
with the two of them alternating
between second base and DH.
Baerga, who made IS errors In
102 games at second with the Indians last year, took full advantage of the opportunity.
"He was talking to me about
the things that he does to get better, the way he plays the hitters,"
Baerga said. "That's something
that came to my mind, that if I
want to be a better second baseman, I have to do those things.
"You have to know yourself. I
have to know that I have a problem going to the back of second
base. So I have to play a little bit
more that way, because I have
good range going this way (to his
left), and I have more trouble going to the backhand side."
Just as important as positioning himself correctly, Baerga
said, is making sure he pays close
attention at all times. He has the
physical ability to be a good
fielder - he turns double plays as
crisply as anyone in baseball but he sometimes make errors
on seemingly routine plays.
"Sometimes the concentration
was not there," he said
The strike cut short Baerga's
drive toward a third straight
season with a .300 average, 200
hits, 20 home runs and 100 RBI, a
combination achieved by only
one other second baseman In
baseball history, Rogers Hornsby did it five times in the 1920s.

Now $1,812. W

OWN.
MAC.
ASAP
Yours and yours alone.

I

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

Power Macintosh™ 7100 AV w/CD

Macintosh Performa* 6115 w/CD

16MB RAmOOMB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
15"color display, keyboard and mouse.

Now Sl.-mN)

8 MB RAM/350 MB bard drive, CD-ROM
drive, 15"color display, keyboaii, mouse
and all the softwareyoure likely to need.

Xo\v$tf>7.S0

We mean like yesterday.

Macintosh Performa* 636 w/CD
8 MB RAM/250 MB bard drive, CD-ROM
drive, 14' color display, keyboard, mouse
and aUlbe software youre liiery to need

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS.

Being a student is hard. SoweVe made buying a Macintosh'easy. So easy, in fact, that prices
on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. And

Color StyleWriter 2400
fnb cartridge and cable included

with the Appkf Computer Loan and 90-Day teferredPayiuent Plan, you can tatel^^
out having to make a single payment for up to 90 days. wliirJimeansyou can also i
i ^L
take home the power to make any students life easier. The power to beyourbest' iuJUlcVv.

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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Amateur umps to open season
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Replacement
umpires likely will work the
season opener tonight following
the unanimous rejection by regulars of management's new offer.
"At this stage, the way these
negotiations have proceeded, it's
unlikely we will be able to reach
an accord tomorrow," umpires
union head Richie Phillips said
late Monday night.
The board of the union rejected
the offer 9-0 during a 2-hour,
10-minute conference call. Amateur umpires have been working
during spring training and
owners are prepared to start the
season with them for the second
time in five years.
•It's with regret that we can't
make a deal," management negotiator Robert Kneel said. "We
would rather have the disruption
at the present time, however
unattractive that may be, rather
than at a time of the association's
choosing."
In 1991, the sides settled just a
few hours before the first pitch,
and the regular umpires missed
seven of eight games on opening
day.
Both sides were clearly pessimistic about reaching an agreement Owners have locked out'
the umpires since Jan. 1, the day
after their four-year agreement
expired.
Following the players' 232-day
strike, the last thing owners
wanted was another labor confrontation. Players indicated
their support for the umpires,
but said they would play. Umpires intend to picket tonight's
opener in Miami between the Los
Angeles Dodgers and the Florida
Marlins.
"We've been in constant contact with the players association
over the past several weeks,"
Phillips said from his home outside Philadelphia "The position
of the players association has not
been made yet absolutely clear.

Golfers place 13th,
despite conditionsChristian Pelusl
The BC News

APFfcrtWHuiDtryk
Major League Baseball umpires congregate outside Joe Robbie Stadium in Miami. The umpires picketed the stadium while replacment umpires prepared to open the season.
That's something I think that
we'll both announce tomorrow."
The Ontario Labor Relations
Board has scheduled a hearing
for Wednesday on the umpires'
attempt to stop the AI. from using replacement umpires at the
SkyDome In Toronto. Ontario law
prohibits replacement workers,
but the league says it, not the
Blue Jays, employs the umpires.
The AL says It is exempt because

AutAJwco fzzio 080£~&S£

it is an American employer.
"Should the application be successful, the Blue Jays would be
required to cancel its initial
home games on short notice at
enormous Inconvenience to
ticket holders, many of whom
would have traveled long distances," owners said in a brief.
"Such a result would have the
potential for inciting unruly
demonstrations which would al-

AUWWOD

most certainly create risks to the
health and safety of many individuals, as well as the potential

Practically everything was
working against the men's golf
team at the Kepler Invitational in Columbus, Ohio, last
weekend.
The Falcons did manage to
combat these uncontrollable
forces to score an impressive
13t h-place finish with 943 total
strokes. Fellow Mid-American
Conference school Kent State
won the tournament with a
total score of 893.
Senior Chris Skripac turned
In the team's best round and
total score for the weekend.
Skripac shot a one-over 73 in
the first round Friday and a
weekend total score of 233,
good for 30th place out of 120
shooters.
"I thought I played well in
the first round, especially
considering the conditions,"
Skripac said. "After that
round I didn't play that well. I
was struggling to hit the fairways and with the difficulty of
the course, it was hard to
make pars from the rough."
Bowling Green's team total
of 943 (314, 319 and 310)
placed them In 13th place for
the tournament in a field of 23
teams. The Falcons' 943 slotted them only five shots behind rival Ball State.
Well, what about those conditions?
"Long par fours, three- to
four-inch rough, extremely
difficult pin placements and
narrow fairways," head coach

Todd Brunsink said. "Tjie
Ohio State Scarlet course, ,
which we played on, has been ;
prepared for the NCAA Divi-1
sion I men's tournament, and
it was very difficult.
"I thought we played very .
well under the circumstanc-:
es."
And the weather?
"It rained two inches on :
Thursday night and winds all
weekend were in the 30-mph '
range," Brunsink said.
Despite the conditions.
Bowling Green placed ahead '
of tough teams such as Michl- >
gan State and Kentucky. The
combined team effort was the
main reason for the strong finish.

|
Senior Jeff Cashell was second for the Falcons with
rounds of 76-83-78 for a total
of 237. Senior Nick Meyers
contributed with a consistent
weekend of 80-79-79 for 238.'
Sophomores Jason Carbone
(241) and Mike Kotnick (243)
also Dlaved in the tournament
"All five guys want to keen
those scores under 80 for each
round," Brunsink said. "Tint
is what we need in order io
win one of the upcoming tournaments, and we are capable
of that."
"I think we have a lot of talent and ability on this team,"
Skripac said. "We just need
some confidence and we'D.
breakthrough"
*"-»;

See UMPIRES, page ten.
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the demand for natural resources
needed to produce new books.

1 EU

books sold back by other
students. .

your used books and your money.

The following positions are available
Managing Editor

Photo Editor

Asst. Copy Chief

Asst. Managing Editor

Photographer

Weekend Reality Editor

Opinion Editor

Reporter

W.R. Mg. Editor

News Editor

Sports Reporter

W.R. Writer

Sports Editor

Asst. Sports Editor

Copy Editor (8)

City Editor

Graphics Editor

Columnist (5)

Asst. City Editor

Copy Chief

Editorial Cartoonist

REPORTING POSITIONS INCLUDE: Campus - Admission,
Faculty, Student Government, Student Life (2), Human Diversity
Environment, General Assignment City - Courts, City
Government, Police, General Assignment

... your books for cash and help
meet the demand for them next term.

Bring all your used books to:

the University Bookstore
April 24-27
April 28
April 29
May 1-4
May 5

8am-6pm
8am-5pm
9am-5pm
8am-6pm
8am-5pm

the University Union

May 1 -4
May 5

9am-4pm
9am-3pm

WE BUY MOST TITLES HAVING NATIONAL RESALE VALUE • HARDCOVER OR PAPERBACK.
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Bearcats are 'blue'

UMPIRES
i
Continued from page nine.
I

for significant property damage."

$85,000 with a top scale of
$240,000.

The Associated Press

: The leagues are proposing a
noise in starting salaries to
S.000 from $60,000. The top of
scale calls for the pay of a
30-year veteran to rise to
$215,000 from $175,000.

"What they're doing here is
just trying to throw sand in people's eyes," Phillips said. "They
talk about moving the top from
$175,000 to $215,000, but they
don't talk about the fact that
there's one guy who gets to
$215,000 during this agreement,
Harry Wendelstedt."

CINCINNATI - The University of Cincinnati likes most things
about its new athletic conference, called Conference USA, but
the alignment of the three divisions for basketball is less than
desired.
"My preference would have
been to be in with Louisville and

i

! In their last public proposal,
umpires asked for starting pay of

Memphis," athletic director Gerald O'Dell said. "But when you
have this many schools coming
together, you can't get everything you want. But we got a lot."
Cincinnati has been put in the
conference's "Blue" division
with DePaul, Marquette and St.
Louis.
The Red division includes Alabama-Birmingham, Tulane,
South Florida and Southern Mis-

sissippi. The White division consists of Louisville, Memphis,
Houston and North CarolinaCharlotte.
Teams within a division will
have a home-and-home arrangement every year. Other conference members will play each
other only once a year.
"I'd like to have Memphis and
Louisville at home every year,"
coach Bob Huggins said.

College Life:
A Few Things To Know
KrVOrV-' W*n"cK iff-Ctnim/'
booksfan vv«" buy b«cM your
n/e«J Si? ttxHooks -for more than zs4 <<cA.

BASEBALL
Continued from page eight.

son Brown.
The Vikings responded with
a couple of runs in the second
off of BG starter Andy Smith,
but BG managed to double that
total and take a 7-2 lead after
two innings.
Smith worked 5 2/3 Innings,
earning his second win of the
season. Although he gave up
seven runs, 10 hits, two walks
and hit a batter, Smith was
backed up by the big numbers
the Falcon offense posted.
"Smith didn't have one of his
better outings, but we were
able to get about six innings
out of him so our other guys
could rest," Schmitz said.
The Falcons chalked up three
more runs in the third with
back-to-back singles by Matt
Craig and Travis Rasor. Two
CSU errors in the fourth enabled Brown to score one more
run and boost the Falcon advantage to 11-3.
In the fifth Tomallo looped a
hit into right that he stretched
into a double. Tracy stepped up
next and proceeded to drive
Tomallo and himself In by
crushing his sixth ho-ne run of
the season over the right field
wall.
"It was great to see Tracy hit
the ball hard all day," Schmitz
said. "It is a key for us to get
him and Combs in a groove and
get us as many runs as possible."
The Falcons added two more
in the same inning, two more in
the seventh and a couple more
runs in the eight to put the Vikings out of reach.

"It was great see
[Andy] Tracy hit the
ball hard all day."
Danny Schmitz
BG head baseball coach
BG freshman Justin Keller
took the mound in the sixth and
retired seven of the eight batters he faced, including two by
strikeouts.
Scott Stalker finished up in
the ninth for BG by striking
out two and allowing one run to
score.
"Justin Keller did just a fantastic job for us out there, and
Stalker finished up pretty
well," Schmitz said.
Tomallo led the way for the
Falcons' offense with a 3-4 performance along with scoring
two runs. Brandon Carper, who
entered the game in the seventh, went 2-2 and scored two
runs. Both Tracy and Combs
crossed the plate three times
aacb.

jjfcnVOVV: Wr!i'ck "30-mir.Mtec-or-it-V-frct"
••pizza placf a'*ay5 fqk«5 exactly 31 minutes.
I

KNOW: VA-.CK «V
«narter-eo.tin5 laundroma-t
hnackih<S 4o avoid.

WliadcJya Sa\ lb A Guy Who's
Had The Same Job For 50 Years.
Has New Called In Sick Or Showed
Up Ue. Never Taken A Vacation
Or A Holiday, Never Asked For
A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus
And, Believe It Or Not. Has No
I1ans For Retirement?

KNOW THE cope:
\TMWKYS COSTS LfiJ THAfV l-f oo-cOUeCT
Hey on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATr It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money "You'll be glad you did.

•] !•

Thanks,

THE BOTTOM LINE

Affordable
Seminary Training

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT."

Accredited MA, M.Div., D. Mm,
• Church Administration
• Christian Education
• Pastoral Counseling
• Biblical Studies
• Christian History/Theology
• Black Church Studies
• Church Music

2~~«
AKST. Your Time Voice.

• Missiology

■ Spiritual Formation
■ Extensions in Cleveland,
Columbus and Detroit
TOTAL ANNUAL TUITION
$4,680
Scholarships Available

• PranMMm oduded MtXWXIBCT" B > service man: of MQ

AT&T

C1995XBT

ASHLAND
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
910 Center St.
Ashland, OH
44808
800-882-1548

Sport*,
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ontana starts second Portland coach has
areer in auto racing survived rookie year
Ron Lesko
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS - The red Ferrari almost never leaves the gaftge. It is too fast, too powerful,
Ho Intimidating.
■Finally, there is something that
Hares Joe Montana: speed.
|So why was he at the Target
iter Tuesday, sliding a bright
fire suit over his royal blue
j ensemble? Speed, it
., is as fascinating as it Is
ghtening to one of the greatest
erbacks in NFL history.
Exactly one week after anlouncing his retirement from the
fame he dominated for 16 years,
Montana gave the first indication
If what his life will be like after
football. He has become a partner in Target-Chip Ganassi Racing, an IndyCar team with two
remising young drivers.
It is definitely a pleasure to be
ittlng one career behind and
etting started in something
it's been in the back of my
for a number of years,"
[Montana said.
■■f He first became interested in
. _auto racing in the early 1980s,
I H when he was a rising star with
the San Francisco 49ers. He went
to a driving school in Los Angeles, then raced in a celebrity
event in Long Beach, Calif.
Montana was hooked, but the

49ers made It clear they wanted
him to have no part In such a
dangerous sport.
"I was inspired by the 49ers
that It wouldn't be prudent for

"It is definitely a
pleasure to be putting
one career behind
and getting started in
something that's
been in the back of
my mind for a
number of years."
Joe Montana
former NFL quarterback
me to do that anymore," he said.
So while he was winning Super
Bowls (four) and league MVP
awards (two) In San Francisco,
Montana's need for speed went
unfulfilled. But while he was sitting out all of 1991 and most of
'92 with an elbow injury, he took
up flying and fed his urge.
"I was hurt," he said. "They
didn't care what I did then."
That's how he gets his fix these
days, in the air, not on the
ground. The 1987 Testerosa, with
only 5,000 "as-fast-as-it-will-go
miles," hasn't moved from the

garage since last summer and
isnt even registered. Of course,
it wasn't registered the last time
he had it out
"I'm afraid to take It out, because every time I take it out I
have to see how fast it goes,"
Montana said. "I'm afraid I'll kill
myself.
"I love speed," he went on. "In
cars you can really feel it, it's
much different than flying an
airplane. Once you're off the
ground you don't really feel the
sense of speed that you feel from
a car. Plus, you don't have 20
other cars six Inches from you,
either."
So don't expect to see Montana
behind the wheel of one of Ganassi's blight red racers. He'll
leave that to rising stars Bryan
Ilerta and Jimmy Vasser. Montana will do mostly marketing
and promotions for the team,
which is sponsored by the Edinabased discount chain.
The team, named for the former IndyCar driver who grew up
about six miles from Montana in
Pittsburgh's south suburbs, is
based in Indianapolis. Neither
Montana nor Ganassi would discuss financial arrangements.
"This is an honor for me,"
Ganassi said, "because the guy's
got 9,000 offers in front of him
and he picked this one first."

Bob Baum
The Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. - Now that
his rocky rookie NBA season is
over, PJ. Carleslmo is again
entering uncharted waters as
he guides his enigmatic Portland Trail Blazers Into the NBA
playoffs against the Phoenix
Suns.
Carleslmo is the first coach
in 25 years to move from college basketball to the pros and
post a winning record in his
rookie NBA season, but it
hasn't been easy.
He has struggled finding a
rotation and, on a team accustomed to a relaxed atmosphere
under predecessor Rick Adelman, Carlesimo has found resistance to his structured,
strict approach to the game.
Carlesimo doesn't believe
he's all that tough on players
but admitted, "That's the reputation. That's the perception,
and I think it's going to stay
that way for awhile."
All the talk about how he's
too tough on his players seems
to perplex the former Seton
Hall coach, who insists he has
toned down his methods considerably this season.
"People who think this is

season indicates that the worst
of the difficulties may be over.
"I think things have settled
down," Williams said. "Everybody now has an understanding
of the rotations and seem to
feel a little more comfortable
with their role on the team.
They may not like It, but I think
they have accepted it."

tough really don't know me
very well," he said.
Carlesimo's disagreements
with point guard Rod Strickland are well documented.
Strickland is on the record as
saying he hasn't liked Carlesimo from the day the coach
arrived.
The Strickland situation "is
still something that needs to be
addressed," Carlesimo said,,
but that will wait until the
season is over.
Carlesimo and Strickland
agree the feud has not affected
the team's play.
"I don't think we have
brought that on to the floor and
that's all that really matters,"
Carleslmo said. "As long as he
plays the way he's capable of
playing, we're a very good basketball team."
Strickland said he owes it to
his teammates to do the best he
can, no matter how he feels
about the coach.
"I know I have to play basketball," he said. "I have to
play with these 11 or 12 guys in
this room. I have to compete
with them, and when I step between the lines, I compete."
Team captain Buck Williams
said the Blazers' improved
play toward the end of the

Carlesimo doesnt believe his
lack of playoff experience will
be a factor because many of
the players are old hands at
postseason play. Otis Thorpe,
obtained in the trade that sent
Clyde Drexler to Houston, has
a championship ring from last
year. James Edwards played
for two championship teams at
Detroit. Williams, Cliff Robinson, Terry Porter and Jerome
Kersey all have played in the
NBA Finals.
Carlesimo also plans to rely
heavily on the experience of
his assistants - Dick Harter,
Johnny Davis and Rick Carlisle.
"I think the players' experience will be more meaningful
now than it has been over an
82-game schedule," Carlesimo
said.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
• REMEMBERING KENT STATE '
May 4. 1870: 4 students shot by National
Guard. How doaa 1MB event inspire & affect
student activists today?
Thur.. April 27 7:30pm 1003 BAA
Videotape witn discussion following
Sponsored by No-Con. the BGSU Coalition
Again si the Contract with America

Attention Jewish Studerrle: There will be a
Hiiiei general meeting at 9.00 P.M. on
Wednesday. April 26th. in Main Sciences 4S9.
Programming tor the fall semester will be discussed. This is your chance to contribute your
ideas and get involved with HUM. the Jewish
Student Organization at BGSU.
Attention BG OSEA Members
H you have won an award tor service to
BGSEA and are unable to come to the awards
banquet, your award is available tor pick up at
410 E D. Can 2-2943 il you nave any questions

LOST & FOUND

Pregnanl? We can help. Free and confidential
pregnancy lest, support, and information. BG
Pregnancy Center Call 354-HOPE.

LOST Call Medium sized tiger grey-brown, declawed, friendly, answers to Lizzy. Call collect
1-419-865-5654. REWARDII

Word Processing - Resumes. Term Papers,
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer,
Call 352-6705 (9-9).

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

GARAGE SALE I
Thura. April 27rJi 12-530
Fri. April 28th 9-1
UNION OVAL
MoneoftdbyGSOT

E nvironmental Action Group
Elections ot officers lor the Fall ol '95 and ihe
Spring ol '96 will be held Tonight al 9:00 pm In
1001 BA.

I

LUcrks

Contestants
be there by
10 pm

Your Best choice for:
Bicycles
Expertise
Service
Technical experience

BIKINI
CONTEST
THURSDAY
APRIL 27,1995
$

$

$

$

$

CASH PRIZES
First, Second, &Third Mace
$

$

$

__

$

$

Cycle Werks was started from a passion
of cycling and participation in the sport.
You don't need the same passion to
benefit from all that we can offer you at
Cyce Werks.
248 S. Main St.
352-8578
(near Post Office)

• ATTN: Graduating Seniors "Overnight lodging available in Offenhauer lor Friday eve. May
5th. Single and Double rooms available. Free
Shuttle Service to and from Stadium. Stop in at
425 Student Services to make reservations or
call 372-245), for more into.

p**sim?iwfiitts
AMATEUR CONTEST
Tom hI
9
,
Help us uncover new talent!

open until 4am every
Thursday, Friday. & Saturday

nnrp AnuiCCIflll
t Htfc HUmIbblUN

Get in FREE every Sunday
tactory ID
W||n

Eac^.^^.X^,.^^

or un.cn card!

lOOsof Bc.iuliful Girls & 3 Ugly OnesM 13S S Byrne Hcl • Toledo • S3 J-0079

ri

■i

X & Daily Drink Specials
UNIVERSITY UNION

23oz. Glass of
Red Dog
Budwiser. Bud Light
Miller Light
Samual Adams

IVI:I>\ IE S DAY

N^

Near
DEFIANCE
this summer?

If you're a university student
living or working near Defiance over summer
break, why not consider taking some summer
classes at Defiance College to transfer back into
your own degree program? It's a great way to
get ahead in your studies. ..fast! Why?
Because our three Summer Sessions are
only five weeks long. So you can get the
elective you want in the tune frame you
need. What are you waiting for? Just
pick up the phone and call (800)
520-GODC and let us
fiD you in!

Happy Hour
3pm - 9pm
Everyday!

&

'Best Values on Campus

i

continued on p. 12

KOMI-Vf.ltllvMICV

PHEASANT ROOM

PIZZA

Spaghetti
Buffet
$4.95 ^^|^W

$5.20
All You Can Eat
Incl Salad bar. baked potato.
veggie f* unlimited beverage

OI»I:\

4:30-7™

Chicken &
Pasta Day IBBQ
Ribs
$5.20
|$6.95 ^^^^^^
menu chang«
weekly.

All You Can Eat
■

AH at special low prices!
/gg^N

OPEN 5-7PM
PHEASANT ROOM

Incl: Complete salad bar. garlic
bread and unlimited beverage.
■plan cards accepted

i

Fosters,
Labatt's Blue, Molson Ice,
Killian's Red, and
Honey Brown

Incl: Salad &
garlic bread

iDAY
KOMI -VI.I.IIM ICV

23oz. Glass of

3

/ rreeN.

/1/4 lb. WeckburgeiX
w/purchueof I

/ Reg. Chip\
J w/ purchase of I

& Drink
\-V.M
P!^
/
<mly wM o

\Single Wing Order'

\nM»«ol>«>illih 4
7 *jT"" H» >

Vies «*U. rani ■«
^a-iMwttaWisiaifc*

176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

353-BWWW
BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
CONGRATULATIONS
TRICIASAVARE3E
1M« KTA MO QUEEN
AND
tlAXOSPIRITI

PCRWEEKORMOREI

FRUSTRATED STUOENT/GRADUATE I
spent S yrs. and over 820.000 at coaaga B
achieve an accounbng degree worth 20r30k a
yr. and no hope B gel out ol debt tor anotw
yaar or wo. fve recenty come on board a
natonaj environmental «Bess company and
changed my eVacfton. My tm 2 montis I
earned over 111,000 and am looking tor a lew
goad people to do Ha seme and help with aa>
perveon her. In Toledo. If you're looking tor
pan-ttna caen or a tut-dme opportunity cat
418-S67-02eS.

PaopH Naadad To Do Fun.
Eaay. RaapacMbto
Part or FuiTlma Work
AlHoma.

OOVT PORECL08ED homM from »V LaknquerK Tax. Repo's, RfcOV Your m. Toi
Free (1) HMMN EM. H-207S tor current

CAUNOWII

SSSi
WAY TO "Com out and MM*

Franett Houaa Poartton
Hatankaapar. AI maass and tlOOryaar. Mala
or tamakt. Call bahwan 0-12 at 2-2671. ask tor

■ARM

FWAMCIALAIO
AMMtolAiSUdMia
Ovar M Baton »> FREE Fkvencai Aid
it now eval. lor students naBoravide
Iron pil»— sector tfasaIA MUMWMM
AleludenaaeetoMerogarrlea.ol
gnKMaa, tnOOflM, Of DOfBHTB nODCM. FOf
mom Into: HCOHIIHlMt FM444

1-aOO- 474-2020
Intl. Ld.ralaa apply

Great Job
DELTA GAMMA
W.ROCXEDBETAII

• ALPHA XI DELTACongmutolBniiB
SHANNON TARRESS
tornaklngtl*
BOSUCtvaartoadingieaml
• ALPHA XI DELTA-

-AZD-AZD-A2D-A2DCongrats to all our
newKtetssWe love you guyalll

LET MMNEOETTOS MAKE YOUR ORAOUATION PARTY SUM) AMD TRAYSI OflDER MOW, Wl OEUVERt SM-4MS
NAMING SARAH
Da TANGO SAVES THE WORLD
THIS SUNDAY
rreoM^WFiY Thursday 7-gu Checker1! Plto.aVCOVtttTrtoTrsjrsdeyfcsiejrlng
fie Runaway! I
ramorretorOecvgo. rierwayaoe MMaj about
Ory efier greduaaon.
Love. Constance

-ATTOITICM~
OraphtoDaa|gn*VCTMa(ora
Qal handa-on a«parianca in your l*dl
JointTaproducaonKa/lolBGSUs
Sudani PuMcManil tot waas now
bainggi««itorFal'B5.torraqui,-amants
t— Job 1153 at Studant Fmptoymani.
4»S»jdanlSar»toaa.Hurryl
250

COUNSELORS a INSTRUCTORS
naadadl
Pirvata, coad aummar camp in Pocono Mtns.,
l«Pannaytvar»a.Lohikan.Bo»234BG.
Kan*wonfi.NJ07O33 (008)276-0008.

' AZD " AZD * AZD" AZD '
- AZD'AZD-AZD • AZDCongnxtJlations to
SUSAN FRANCIS
and
STACEY HEMINGER
for receiv»ig Toledo Aree
Pantatiemc Scholarships!
• AZD • AZD-AZD ■ AZD •
ALPHA M • PI PHI • ALPHA SO • PI PHI
Wa had a graat erne coaching you ai Ml LaBOLympica. Maybe ran veer we 1 maHa it to all
Ha events. Hope you eniovedvoor pizzas See
you In M.
YourCoacnaa.
Matt a Brian
ALPHA M * PI PHI * ALPHA SIG • PI PHI
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA SK3MA PHI "
Tha Brother, ol Alpha Sigma Phi would l*e B
lhank avaiyona who participated In the Laff-OLymplca Ml MM weekend.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI-ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Atlanllon Sludanta:
If YOU havo lound a aummar|ob
thai la ralatad to your Mafor
COME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
238 AD. B Idg. to raglatar tor
a fraa transcript notation.
VERIFY YOUR SUMMER JOS I
3-2451 detain
AXO - BETA 500 • AXO
Cryatal, Mary, MaradH h, Mtoay, • Trtcla
Thanka tor all your hard work.
1 Una, dad leal ton, and epeed I
You makaua proud to ba Alpha Chll
AXO-BETA5O0-AXO
AXO • CHRISTY SCHULTZ' AXO
Yeudto an awesome Job witi
SANOBLASTI
AI of your appreciated hard
work pay adorn
AXO • CHRISTY SCHULTZ ■ AXO
PS Thanks ID you Bo SEANI

,.
'.il

BECAUSE ONE PERSON CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE

I

SARAH OQOAHL
tor Flrat Ward City Council
IIVOTEIIMay2nd
NE Commons. 6am-7pm

llll

Tnf

.,*
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
AI our aacona hava paaaad aacurily chaefca.
and say ram an in radio contact with the office

■S
gjga

To A«r>vlronrnenc« Majors
writ) OCMB numbars
cneck your RMMM tor
an an wonrnamai aw anrt
concav rang ernpsoyment In

Tuiado Rantal • DryClaaning
CollaoaitaConnacaan
531 Ridge
352 8333

Way B go Kuril Congratulations on Doing choaan aa uulafirjng Santor ol tie Yaarl Thanka
tor your ems, leadership, humor, and friendship. Well mas you.
.4-H

WANTED
• -FOUR BEDHOCM HOUSE "
i, 2, or 3 sublease™ naadad for aummar.
Houaa on Comar of Jackson and raaporaon.
1127/mo. . utiL M or F, Big yard. 353-5122 I Sarah or Julia.
1 tomato non-smoking roommata naadad tor
toll or spring Fox Run Apartments. 353-0312.
1 tomato aublaaaar naadad lor aummar, tal.
and spring, f 140/mo. Ctoaa to campus. Can
364-2021 tor Irab.
1 or 2 Subtoaaar tor Summar. Fum. Air Cond..
Ctoaa to Campus. Rant Nag. Cal Matt
Q3S2-7S76.
I aublaaaar naadad (mala)
B ahara 2 bdrm. apt. with two roomataa. Locasad on 2nd and High. For mora into cal
383-41 tg.
1 aummar famala aublaaaar naadad.
$120/mo. Ctoaa B campus. Pay onty JuneAug. 353-2180 (Bridget).
2 Subtoaaars naadad tor summar. Ctoaa B
Canaan Man own bdrm. 8350 whota summarOBO. Cal Joe at 353-8328.
4 tomato aubtoasars naadad tor aummar. Fox
Run Apanmanta. No smoking. Cal 353-0312.
DaipataMkr naad Summar Subleaser. Ideal tor
aomaona who naada ptoca tor 1st Summar
Saaaton only. Own room, lum. ind.. ranL nag..
Cat Lisa 0052-1354.
Famala auoar. needed ASAP tor Fall 1005.
Own Room-$187.50 per mo. Cal 372-3753
Subtaaaar Naadad
1 aubkv. naadad tor houaa on Manvtla-bahind
Marks. Rant- Bast Oflarl Call THfany
SS4-S138.
Subtoaaar naadad tor summar -OS. mala, 824
8* St.. ask tor Kavm 353-3348.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED. 3 BR HOUSE ON
FOURTH. WASHER-ORYER-PRJCE NEG.
CALL 304-8040-SCOTT OR KETH

dutollona to tha tOOS-M Colegiea
■•: Traci Mayar. Jody Daugherty-. JuJooy Baavaraon, Joann SmWi,
«*, Man MngwaW. Michelle Cefvei.ervj Valerie Lava.
JlleMaao to IT« year's CoeaoJale
4-H award winners. Karan Roby. Mas Ringex**; Jody Baavaraon. Lisa Wraaaay. Brant
Ltoyd. Jody Daughany.CHarylF.nar, and Trad

Summar suClsaaars naadad. Own room to 3
bdrm. houaa. Rant nago&abia. Cal 354-6800
(toava masaaoa).

HE

Summar Subtoaaa. Room-In houaa. Ctoaa B
campus. 1184 /mo., ull.
Call 353-8814

•OUMTRY DANCINO AT UPTOWNWEDNESDAYS. DANCE LESSONS WITH
•.RUN BEGIN AT 1PM.

I

I
",l
£jl
ii'l
.■
I''

DO EUROPE
SKSANYTMCI
Kyou'raalrrBalWnbta.wacan
ralp you beat the airline's once..
•NO WODEN CHA ROES'
"CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE •
AIRH ITCH 500-328-200g
•wilt atnaj™* MNOM .corn
DouoaPrina
Fraa avary day
Package. Plus 352-1603

Summar Subtoaaar Naadad
$27Srmo. 1 bdrm.
Call Anyrjma 352-8384

WANTEDII
2-3 auctosssrs tor a MB yastow, 2 bdrm.
Houaa. Yours tor aummar May-Aug. Angla or
Rhonda 353-3635

WANTED: 1-2 FEMALE CO-LEASERS. APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS; AFFORDA1LE. FOR
MOW INFO, KPJSTEN MANOR 372-4441
(FAIL-M).

HELP WANTED
DR. TANGO SAVES THE WORLD
IsAMalO SARAH
TIM SUNDAY
.t17»aanMyponWs
rnaaVig our drcuiars
For into cal 202-298-0065

YOUR TIME
Is Running

til Leases
are still
[available:

I40.000AR. ttcOME potanlal. Horns Ty
ptoavPC uaar*. To) Fraa (1) 800 808-0771
EttT-207StorasaYiga.

Do you haw
non-refundable
dollars left on your
Quantum 90 account and
you don't know whit to
do with them?

i WINTHROP
TERRACE
352-9135

I

Local branch olnanonaJ chain
haa P.T if T. poaibons swalatila
immadialaly ihar finals.
AH mafors considarad
Fktxfcsa aohadutos, good communication
and buanaas aipananca.
Unharsoy Union Foyar.
Apnl 27*28
10.00am-2fl0pm
Thuri.SFrt.

Adu«^S»vtoaaSubaliWWean.aaatorigaa»l■Md andMoUaWai to DfOMot Ofr wn-po cOaKntng
B parsons win Msntal Ratardatton and Developmental Dlsablsae. Must beabla B prenfcto
MWMBtMMa B rxnaumera avfrom the job
site. Hgh Scnool Diptoma or avsVatont reejulrad and Ohio Driven license. Salary
je.oo/nour. Applicailona available
8O0am-4:3Opm ai Wood County Board ol
MR/DO. AdrnimsMtrve Offtosa, Enlrance B,
11180 Eaat Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green.
Ohto.EOE.
ALASKA SLIMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fahirig Industry. Earn B sa.ooo-te.ooo
plus/month and benefits. MekvEamala. No
eiparienca neoaasary. (206)545-4155 e.t
ASS44S.
Apaktbaei ki now aocapllng appsCattona at our
newest location. 5503 Milan Rd., San dusky tor
all poaibons. Servers. hoiBll, prep, bartenders, ana cooks, and general unity Apply In
person 9am-epm Mon- Sat. Look tor us In tie
aaaor behind construcson. No phone calls
ptoaae.EOE.
AppanaHnne kekng taken tor cleening rentale or minor raalMenanoe. Apply M 318 E.
Merry «»,btwn.10STrt-6pm. or col 363-0323.
ASSISTANT
MANAGER
firSMsO.
V you hava a strong betel In the environment.
haaMt, and dines, and a strong desk* to work
In a long arm career, we need assistants B
help run our new office. FT/FT available.
Tamp. Poaibons aval. also.
See-2037
Campaign Wort
Donl spend your aummar Rtopin' burgers I
Citizen Acton seeks caring, committed man A
woman tor our permanent A summar stalf. Put
your Una loot in social change to work In a casual environment. 130-10 M-F S32SA*k.
241-7874 tor Unsrvlew.
CARING, RESPONSIBLE FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED FOR SUMMER CHILD CARE
(NON-SMOKER). FRIENDLY FAMLY, RESIDENCE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. MAY 8 TO
JUNE8 7:20AH-*:00AH;JUNE12TOJUNE
M 7 JOAM-12:20 e ADOfTrONAL FLEXIBLE
HOURS THROUGH AUGUST. SERIOUS Seoul RES CALL 352-2112 BETWEEN 7-aPM
ONLY. MUST HAVE REFERENCES.
Cashiers wanted at shifts. Fun working environment. Bone*ta and shift diftaiannal. Apply In
person at Borney-a. 1811/2 S. Main SLBG.
Come B Put-m-Bay tor tie summer. Help
needed in toe cream partor Housing furnished.
Wttte Sundaes at M17 St. Rl 07, Lexington.
OH44g04.OTcetl41o-»64-ig27a)lef8pm.
COUNSELORS ■ rjsSTRUCTORS neededl
100 poeklonel Coed eummer camp. Pocono
Mine, PA Good MtoryMeal (loiyaae-3338.
Desk Clerk needed for aummar. 4pm to nitnight ahrfL Apply aj Buckeye Budget Motor ton.
Cell 352-1520.
EARN EXTRA till
Summer at right around the comar and EBSCO
Tetomerteang Service Is curreniy hirmg aatos
rsoraaenllvasl Coma be a pan ol a company
that wee recently ranked m He top 50 ol TelemariteengSemceainthacountrylWegiveyou:
a weekly paycheck. SS.OO per hour plua bonus.
leatolls/ B make your cam schedule, A a
orotoeatonal ifrnoepheie. Thai ii aceoluJy tie
best |ob in town so can now beMeen 12pm a
5pm Mon. through Fri. or come In B apply at
113N. Mam SL 353-0882.
FISHING
For a new career? If you love sports, travel,
end a fast paced office environment. We are
Nophonakiaxvken.CMIcrapprjirvjnant.
81000 -S3400/MO. 868- 2037

HJMAY4TM

OPEN »aan to 2p«
OBMAYJTH

HIGHLY MOTIVATED
Seeking Individuals that are aggressive,
money mobvatod. and enjoy a challenge. Looking for 5 individuals B expand our new office in
Toledo for International Satoe, Training, and
Markatng Co. Posentsl B sam
S-Mvaae.
Training provided. Cat 867-0283
If you at III don't have e eummer |ob end
warmt B work hard, travel, get great eiperlenee. and make faorwoek, call me at
3533801 and leave a message.

»a Rad Root Inn Corporaie Office h HMard.
Ohio. Wa are open 24 hours w/e variety ol
seaaonel hours avialebla. Take edvanage of a
good salary ♦ weekly Incentive.. Donl miss
Ma fantaste eppontintyl Cat tor more details.
1-814-a7fM372or1-ei4478-3320.M-F.43S5
Davidson Rd., HaSard. OH 43026. EOE.
TIRED
OFSCHOOL
is what I was afar high school. I didn't go to college and have no sale, experience. Tm 20
years old. A last month made ovar $3000. Recently we moved B Toledo and we're looking
tor s lew Btopto ID help wi th a«pension of a
latoa. trailing, and marketing Irm. Cal
(4ig>887-»^S6tordetals.
VAN DRIVER. Part-time position to provide
transportation B and from social service
agency. Must be between tie agaa ol 21-85.
hava a Was driven license and excel lent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 738.
Bowing Green. Ohio. EOE.

Looking lor indrvktuals with an entrepreneurial
spirit. Earn a significant income ai your home
while you are away at school. Career or Job.
your choice. Flexible hrjure. possibility ol travel.
graat networking opportumbe. and oxoeBent
economic benefits. People wantod from Atlanta. Chtoago. todtonapoia, Toledo. Cleveland, PitteDurg, CmdnnaS. Devenport. Detroit.
Flint. Sagjnaw. Dayton. Only serious eppocents need cat between Ms hours of gaOem to
4:00pm at (301)881-2482, ml "A racial*
Uiduslva company.''
Looking tor abb? Earn 85000 B 86000 wort
Ing on Put-avBay. t you are 25 or older caN tor
deaHs and application. Tuesday and Thursday
1pm B 8pm-800-440-8353.
Needed: Mat Mascot-Mutt be able B wear
Woody Bear costume, available weekende and
aummar. |8Vhr. Apply to parson at Woodland
Mall office. 1234 NUam St.
Pajnttrs, Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.
216-202-0080.
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you locking tor pan-time employment ol 15
hrs. plus per week within walking distance B
BGSU campus? avareated In working various
unskilled jobs In assembly, packaging, etc?
Rats of pay a 84.25 per hour. Apply in person
baaeaan rhe hours of 900am 8 5 00pm (M-F)
at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSt.
Bowing Green OH 43402
PC CONSULTANTS
College Students needed ID perform persona
cornpusK consulting tor growing company in
Toledo area. Must have basic knowledge of
several word processing, spreadsheet, and
home (nance software packages. Genera
knovdedoeof PC basics a a must. Excellent
foaarparional skills required. Please submit
cover letter and resume B: P.O. Box 144*2.
Toledo, OH 43614.
Run your own business. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up to
810.000. Irrigation sales A installation. Vehicle
required. Call Studant Sprinklers
1-800-285-7801.
SPORTS MINDED PERSON
Sports litness company expanding In NW
Ohio. 8 Figures Possible. For info, cat
1-800-326-4861.

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
Treatment
Caring friend or
Relative allowed
For personal
Support
llN.llura
Telaee,OII43«yM
l-sVJO-JIMOos

II

2 bdrm. apt tor summer, lum., free cable,
quiet. 8 ctoaa B campus. (Next B BG BookSBre) 8300/mo. 354:3503.
3 bdrm. house. 239 Manville.
Call 352 9302
3 aummar subteesers needed tor Fox Run.
Please call 354-4328.
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Leaae aval.-1 or2bdrmapta.
8220 par month, air conditioning. Single
roorns-tiiotme. Summer A 1st 8wt,seeston.
724 SIXTH ST 1705 SEVENTH ST.
2 BDRM. FURNISHED APARTMENTS
S5CO/UO.-B 1/2 MO. LEASE
FREE HOT WATER, SEWER, Q AS, HBO
CALL 354-0914 BETWEEN 4PU A 11PM
IF POSSIBLE.
846 Fifth St. 2 bdrm. apt. wilh fireplace, we
sher/dryer, dshwsh. Available to May. Cal
354-2500.

gs-ge SUBLEASE R NEEDED

FOR SALE

Houaa tor rent.
3 bdrm.. central a*.
1 year lease. $600 per month

1983 Chevy Mssbu. Arc, pd. very dapendabto.taooOBO. Cat Brian at 353-5418.
tgS4 Honda Sabre 700
GoodCond,tonllU1200.
Cat after Sp.m. 353-7626
1084 Toyoa Corole Le. 115k, excel lam cond ison. Cal 2-2623 or 352-8353,81300.
IMS VW Jena OL. Sunrf.. wet main., Pioneer
Sareo w/ 4-way speakers, Ion of pap. dean
Uaide and out 81500060.410-874-5062.
1M7 Toyota Supra, whito, 55k. manual trans,
loaded evCO player, new brakes. 8 starter,
must set. 372-3447.
1 Ml Honda C8R 800 F2. Vanes-rtnaa tot ML
mint condition. 85100 OBO. must sell
3544822.
DEFEND YOURSELF FROM ASSAULTI
GET PEPPER-SPRAY . MACE . INFRARED
DYE
ALL-N-11 SEND810.gOTO P.O. BOX 14928
CL EVE LAND. OH 44114
Desk-7 drawers, good conrttlon
Must eH. 885. OBO
354-7205
Dorm resrigerasor. Larger than standard size.
Great eondjaon. 880.00. Cal 372-5848.
For Sato: double bed. computer style desk
w/chsir. armoir, bedside cabinet. Call
3533917.
FUF»«TTURE FOR SALE
Sturdy metal desk, 820 OBO, 2 table lamps
with new shades. 810 aa: 2 gold accent chairs.
81 Pea. Call 352-5787.
LVNZ BOOM BOOM GOLF DRIVER, graphile
shaft, brand new. 8200 OBO. Cal David
382-3907.
Macintosh LC II4-80 w/printer and color monitor includes software. 81300. Call 4338212 lor
Into.

Be by youreeHI $230rmo. Elf. apt 4 M. from
BGSU. Aval. May. Pets ok. 353-5100. leave '
massage.
Female subleasers lor Summer 1995. 1-4
people. Close to campus 3 bdrm.. backyard,
and poarch. $17STno. OBO. Cal Kelly at
354-0084.

Call 353-8935.
After 6pm Mon-Fn: anytime Sat. & Sun.
Live wan my roommate-she is tun. 1-2 subleasers needed lor summer. $400 tor summer
plus ublilies. Call Melissa at 353-1015.
May B May leases avail, and Aug. to Aug.
leasel. Yea, we do allow pea. 354-8800.
Naad 1-2 Subteeaere tor Summer
Ouietl bdrm. on Clay Si. available now
Perfect lor grad Studant. 425-0118.
REDUCED!!!
JayMar-TheHlghl.nda
1-2 bdrm, spacious, A/C, dean, gaa heat. For
serious senior and grad students. Staning$370. Cell 354-6036.
Rent my trailer for tha summer. Very spacious:
right across from campus. Two renters. Call tor
dels 353-9085.
Roommate needed nowl New apart, own
room. 819vVmo, cheap utilities 1074 Fair-new
Dr. Apt E. Have a puppy. Call II misreiied
352-0423.
Spacious One Bedroom Apt.
Walk-In Closets, nice yard, quiet, recently remodeled, off-street parking. $37S/mo. Avail.
June 1352-2004.
8UBLEASER NEEDED
Summer'BS wh/houee on corner ol Thurstln a Wooeter next to Mark'a and Founder'a.
Looking for grp of 3-4. Rant'Bael Offer. Cell
Cf«to3634rjNO(8464).
Subleasing 1BR apt Unfurnished.
$300 ♦ eio. No security deposit needed. Pen
allowed. Nice, quiet atmoepere. Available In
May. Please Cat 353-3410, leave message
during toe day.

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete eyetem Including printer only
8SM
C a 11C hr la at 100-210- 5815.
Mataneah Ctantc etrprintar. Induces a variety
of sortwae and a screen saver 1600. Cal Jan
a 2-6813 and leave a moasago.

THE

HOMESTEAD
i»tat Vsakeaa S. tsaSaj Oroa. Ota

419 354-6036

Oman ilia aratarbed. good corvJIon. 875
OBO 353- list- aik tor Lisa

-BROTHER- WORD PROCESSOR
LKENEW
$100 OBO
CALL ANYTIME 3S3-1M1 (JASON)

SUMMER HELP WANT E DI
BGSU Food OparaMona la seeking BGSU
Studenla Only lo wort during the summer.

FOR RENT

•Commons Dinng Centor
■DownUnder
•Founders Dining Corner
■HarshmanDinmgCenUx
■Qatay
■Kreiacher Dining Can a.
■McOonato DMej Cantar
•Student Employment Senricaa-4S0 Student
■arsae-i
■Food OperaMna Central Off.os-200 Centex
Bktg.

2 bdrm, 9 A 12 mo. lease toe heat, hot water,
cooking A sewer. Conveniently leaned - otose
to campus, kbrary. A I-75 Ctough a Mercer.
Untv. visage 352-0184.

Have your own room to brand new 3 bdrm.
house. Spacious, perking, tow ranL Cal Tony
m 354-0421.

Summer Grapfsc Intern
FOOD OPE RATIONS
Co-op Poaxton
40 hrs. per week
84.55 per hour
Apply at Food Operabon.
Centrex Building
or call Lorraine at 372-7039
■MUST BE BGSU STUDENT

■Current Student Employe aa: Employment
AvalaM.JunetO-Aogu.nl.
■New Madame: Employment Avatatee June
rMetJI.
To Appry: Ptok up an application al any ol fa

12 monlMeases starting May 19, 1095.
122 N.Enlerpnse-1BR-1 person-I330.u«
404 E. Coun 2BR 2person-H30.ubl
Stave Smith 352-8917.

Y MCA Storer Camps la now hiring:
Senior Counselors, Sailing Instructors, Ropes,
Course Instructors. A Nurses. AppficanB
should ba M least 10 years old, CPR and First
Aid required. Salary: From 8110418S ark.
Deles torn Mey through August. To apply:
Contact Bay Dennels, Director ol Summer
programs, YMCA Storer Camps. 7280 S.
Stony Lake Rd.. Jackson. Ml 40201. Phone:
(517)538-8807

Women's 10 speed
SSO.OBO
354-72M

Brand New!
Only 3 left!
• ■ ■

•2 bdrm. house on Ada Ave. avail. 8/1.8500 <
uM.1 yr. lease.
-Lg 2 bdrm. country home on Souther Rd. I
Mat 5/1. $675 ♦ Hat 1 yr. atom
Call 353-6062.

1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 yaar. nine months, or summer leases.

352-7454.

1 bdrm. km. Grsds Third St.
2 bdrm. unfurn. Tti St.
Available August - 352-3445.

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional
A Vaultad cell in ft
ft Skylights
ft Ens-rgy efficient
ftCinuvklaW
Check out these delightful, spacious 1
snd 2 betiroon. spartinents convenleUy
located in downtown Dowllng Green:
■
*
■
*

3 blocks lo downtown shopping
I block to Post Office
New cemtructlon
Open m Aufiai. 1986

■ Rate* from S460 to S640 per month
■ Depoa.it amd Lease required

•Questions: Call Barb Ensman ©372-7938
Taton»»ltaanaPoastonAvs»apla
Even tog hours Whiahouaa, OH.
SandroaurrasB:McVlckerlnauranca
5825 WeckerfyRd..Wtlahouee. OH 43571.

The Toledo Country Club la now hiring
wafavewera esses, and summar help. FuStme A pan-ana. Days, eves . weekends. Wa
w* work wryour schedule. Cat Chris ■
(41 g)382-3418 B schedule Interview.

Management Inc.
ONE BEDROOM, 215 E. Poa Rd.
(EVERGREEN APTS ) More stae lor
tha money.. cornpara tat to others
rents $310- $360

Conlidenllal Heallh care lor Women
OPEN 12 sou

HELP WANTED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLERS
ENTRYLEVEL
NO EXPERCNCE NEEDED. ONLY A WALIsQNESS TO WORK AND QOOD MANUAL
DEXTEFaTY. SEND RESUME OR LETTER
OF INTEREST TO ANN CLARKSON 2S41
TRACY RD. reORTHWOOD, OH 43810.
FIRST AND SECOND SHET POSITIONS
AVAILABLE.

TheV eUrVlttleaV bSCDITlaT as R»#»r»*«BOfl AQ*KX II

Journal am Intoms needed tor BG City Schools
PA. Office. May S - June IS, "95. Cat
*BvMo7SE»t810,

ACTrVITY DIRECTORS
Spand yaw summar "running lha run" en
tha MM tischss ol Southam Caitomla.
the Florida Co*.I, Hilton Head Uiland, SC;
atyrtto Beaah, SC; Palm Springe, CA; and
Orlando, PL. National raeraatton nnmpty
haa aummar and year round gpMJMJI at
ovar ao baauHtuI raaort local Ion. Fully furnished ipsrsmiula 1 1 SO/mo. stipend. Cal
• 00-114-1712 ar In ra.um. to

CENTER FOR CHOICE

2 bdrm - 2 bath
• 1 bdrm
Free Heat
Campus Shuttle
&/Cin all Apartments
Pool

ACCEPTtM
APPLICATIONS
$10.80

Ful-ama wacher wan tod tor immediele start n
Korea. Must be e netve Engsah speaker with
cceege degree and able to obtarn a vaa. For
mora UaorTneson. cat (817)352-6711.

The BG News
Aaverbsmg Office
nsera itatonl iniasu/sil
tar Fat 1886
Tues IThurs. g:30am-4.00pm
Mon. Wed. A Fn. 11:30am-1:30pm
Please call Barb "Altar al 372-0328
tof mofai intofTT-*i)on

SEAFOOD
•iffv*

353-5800

Management Inc.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, 218
E. Poa Rd, starts al $228. Al
utettoe Ireajded. Hat tv* Security
rjopotlt hokto H now

3034600

Management Inc.
No naad to take your laundry so
Mom. 104S N. Mean SL Al
bdrm A 2 bdrm avaMabto 9.5 or
146 rrorth Main

Bowling Ctrtsi

12 monsn

MM*.

WO, 3SB-8SO0

Cal tor more
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UPDATE
Warm weather Apartments available
options offered Summer lodgings still open to BG students
toBG students
Scott Swedtir
Update staff writer

lasses are almost over, parties are dying down, and
a lot of students are moving away from the University forever. Summer is almost here again.
Many students will be staying in Bowling Green this
summer to remain studious and take classes, with the
hopes of getting a head start on the fall semester. Some
will also stick around to earn money and hopefully find
partiers who have not yet moved on. Update will discuss
the different options students can choose from to make
their summer as fulfilling as possible.
Update staff writer Jay Young will take us inside
minor league baseball with a look at the Toledo Mud
Hens and other minor league teams. His story will give
us a glimpse of the upcoming season and the effects the
Major League strike has had on the game.
The Downtown Business Association has a variety of
events planned to enlighten University students and
Bowling Green residents during the summer, including
a six-day bike race, Pizza Fest, farmers' market, miniolympics and Black Swamp Art Festival.
Update will also tell students what to watch for in the
movie theatres this summer. The Clazel Theatre, 127 N.
Main St., will feature many movies guaranteed to make
it big. Update staff writer Larry Hannan will look into
which movies are destined to be hits or flops this summer.
For students forced to bid a tearful farewell to their
significant other, Update will provide helpful hints to
prevent their relationship from crumbling during the
summer months.
Students going home for the summer may find difficulty adjusting to rules and regulations they have outgrown during their time away. The University Wellness
Center offers advice on how to deal with parents' demands.
However students choose to spend their summer, it's
important to appreciate the time away. Update knows it
has been a long semester and expects next fall to be just
as long, so enjoy it while you can.
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Students not sure where they
are living this summer still
have time to find an apartment.
Micki Moore, a rental agent
for University Courts and University Village apartments,
said there are still many
apartments available for the
summer.
Several rental companies in
Bowling Green will have summer housing available all the
way through the end of May.

"Rentals are available now
until usually the end of the
school year and sometimes
right up to summer classes,''
said Doug Valentine, owner of
Preferred Properties."
Students who have a year
lease on their apartment often
try to find a subleaser to take
over their rent for the summer.
There are a lot of kids trying to sublet for the summer,"
said Dawn Olson, a rental clerk
for John Newlove Real Estate
Subleasing can be a good solution for someone who needs

an apartment for only a short
period of time.
"It's really not that hard to
do," Moore said.
Moore, Valentine and Olson
agreed that renting an apartment for the summer is less
expensive than the normal
school year prices.
•There are reduced rates for
the summer," said Valentine.
Prout and Conklln will be
open during the summer sessions for students who prefer
to remain on campus during
the summer.

BG police stay active
in students' absence
Aaron Gray
Update assistant editor
Many people might look to
summer as a time to rest and relax, but Bowling Green police are
not among them.
Police Chief Galen Ash said the
mass evacuation of University
students barely makes a dent in
crime in the city.
"The crime is still going to be
there," Ash said. "It might be on
a different scale, but it will still
be there. We used to look forward
to summer because things would
slow down. Now there's really
not much difference."
What the city loses in student
criminal activity, it gains in
crimes committed by year-round
Bowling Green residents. Ash
said.
The locals tend to make themselves stand out more during the
summer," he said. "Also, you still
have outside influences coming
in from other areas."
The warm weather makes certain crimes more prevalent than
during the rest of the year, Ash
said. Voyeurism takes a definite
upswing.
"You get a lot more window
peekers than you normally
would," he said. "When its hot
out, people tend to leave their
windows and curtains open. It's
important for people to be conscious of how they clothe themselves."
The tendency to leave windows
open also leads to more burglaries. Ash said.
"There's more potential for
thefts when people leave
windows open, even if it's only
pan-way," Ash said. "Sometimes

It* BG NmflUu Wtlix.tr
Students may come and go, bat crime In Bowling Green changes
little during the summer, according to local police.
a person can walk right Into a
house or apartment and steal
things while the residents are
sleeping, Especially when people
leave loud fans running."
For, University students who
remain in town during the summer, the warm, weather often in-

creases the problem of drinking
parties and liquor violations, Ash
said.
"The warm nights are more
conducive to drinking, and we
see an increase in wild party
calls," Ash said. .
'.'■ •.■■ .'•. *.'.'.'.-. .•*.•..•*.■» ■.
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Minor leagues gain Long-distance
from Majors' strike relationships
can be trouble
Jay Young
Update staff writer

There is a saying in baseball "if
you build it they will come,'' but
this summer it may not hold true.
Makers of the movie "Field of
Dreams" forgot to add that if the
players don't play, the fans will
watch baseball elsewhere.
The major league baseball
strike is over, but the effects of it
may never end. While major
league players battled at the bargaining table, fans filled minor
league stadiums.
Jim Konecny, Toledo Mud
Hens assistant general manager,
said major league baseball's loss
has been minor league baseball's
gain. Despite the end of the
strike, he said he expects some
carry-over effect this year.
"Certainly, during this month
we should probably have a fairly
good [attendance] increase,"
Konecny said. "I-ast year kind of
relntroduced us to America."

Konecny said the Mud Hens, a
Detroit Tigers farm team, rarely
promotes a ballplayer or specific
team.
"Minor league baseball is
based on the fun and the atmosphere," Konecny said. "You don't
have to like baseball. Just come
on out and we will guarantee you
will leave with a smile on your
face."
Konecny said the Mud Hens
received a lot of free publicity
from media that had reserved
time and space in the fall for
major league games that were
never played. He said Toledo
offers fans good baseball.
"We offer, certainly at the triple A level, really good competitive baseball," Konecny said.
"These players are just one step
from the majors. The talent level
is extremely high."
The South Bend Silver Hawks,
a single A farm club of the Chicago White Sox, expect to draw
some fans from the surrounding

FEED A HERD OF
PARTY ANIMALS.

metropolitan areas this summer.
"The strike has had nothing but
a positive effect on minor league
baseball here in South Bend,"
General Manager John Tull said
"A lot of people found the bargain for the first time. They had
heard of minor league baseball
and now they have tasted it. I
think it is something they will
continue to enjoy."
The Kane County Cougars are
a Florida Marlins single A team
that plays just outside of Chicago. General Manager Bob Larsen said the baseball strike
showed fans that nobody is bigger than the game.
"I think people are finding out
that this is what baseball is all
about," Larsen said. "People are
starting to realize that the game
is more important than the people down there playing it."
Konecny said there are probably some fans still fed up with
baseball, but he thinks they will
be back at the ballpark.
"I think the fans will be back,"
Konecny said. "I think it is going
to take some time. It is going to
take some healing of the
wounds."
Unlicensed riders account for 80%
of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
' license today. And prove
ive \ ± /
that you are a better rider.'
UtTaWTCU MfFTf FMHMTM

Dawn Keller
Update staff writer

Some students may have a
tough time adjusting to being
apart from their significant other
during the summertime.
One of the biggest problems
students said they have with being separated from someone they
are dating is trust.
"I wonder what she is doing. I
know that I have temptations and
question if she does to," said Jamie Schwaberow, a junior Journalism major.
But to some, the issue is more
than just trust, a lot of the problems can be traced to uncertainty.
"When you are involved in a
long-distance relationship, you
never really know where It's
headed," said Steve Bailey, a junior telecommunications major.
"You don't know h* she's met
someone else and wants to be
with them."
Students also said that curiousity about other people they
could date created problems.
"If you really like [someone],
you're afraid you'll lose her if
you date someone else," Bailey
said. "But you always wonder if
there is someone better out there
that you're missing."

Collegiate
Connection
352 - 8333
531 Ridge St.
Make your bash a smash with a Subway Party Sub or Party Platter.
You tell us how long you want your party sub - and we'll make it. And
we'll stuff your party platter with your favorite subs - sliced in tasty 4'
portions. Call Subway and make plans for your party. Big Plans
828 S. Main

Woodland Mall

524 E. Wooster

354-2608

Reopening in May

352-8500

.SUBWRV"
$1.00 OFF
Any Regular (ootlong
828 S. Main St
354-2608
•
L

524 E. Wooster St
352-8500
txplrw 5/31AT6

r
i
i

i
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$5.00 OFF
Party tut or Pitt Platter
8288. Main St
354-2608
524 E. Wooster St.
362-8500

_^_

upfrMS/avB

20 - 70%
off all

Bathing
Suits

If students had significant others who were traveling, sanetimes jealousy would fit into the
picture.
'My boyfriend would call and
say he was in Georgia and on his
way to Nashville, but didn't know
when he would get there," said
Lisa Brewer, a junior public relations major at the University.
'It really made me jealous because I was still here learning
and he was traveling and experiencing life."
'Not only would he have fun
experiences, but he would send
me postcards with messages that
would make me angry," Brewer
said. 'He wrote about goodlooking women in New Orleans
and how they would throw themselves at him. The distance eventually ruined our relationship."
There are several steps students can take to deal with being
miles apart from someone who
they have formed a close relationship with, according to
Jeanne Wright, health education
director at the University.
"Students really need to talk to
their loved one before leaving for
the summer," she said. They
need to discuss ways to keep ties
over the summer."
There are several options that
students can create to keep ties.
"Students can meet half-way,
maybe at an amusement park, or
they can write letters or call
[each other] on the phone,"
Wright said.
However, the most important
step students involved in a relationship should take is establishing ground rules that are mutually satisfactory, according to
Wright.
"Decide before you separate
for a period of time if you want to
date other people or not, as well
as if you will meet, write or call,"
Wright said.
Another possibility for students may be considering options
that will take up time at home.
"If you have time on your
hands, you can do volunteer work
If you cannot find a paying Job,"
she said.
While students are at home,
they should keep busy.
"If you are busy and are productive, the loneliness will lessen
- It wont disappear, but it will
not be as strong," Wright said.
While students are still at
school, they can take pictures,
too.
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Movie
ticket
sales
surge
Larry Hannan
Update staff writer

Slimmer is a good time
for outdoor activities, but
students who get tired of
being outside can look forward to an exciting movie
season.
Summertime is the
biggest time of the year for
motion pictures.Variety, a
show business magazine,
estimates that of all the
tickets sold for films within
a year, one third are sold
during the summer months.
Kevin Hardy, manager of
the Clazel movie theater,
predicts that this will be a
big summer movie-wise,
with films like "Apollo 13,"
"Batman Forever" and
"Crimson Tide" gracing the
multiplexes.
"There are a lot of good
movies coming out this
summer," Hardy said. "As
a moviegoer, I'm looking
forward to some of these
films."
Of all the upcoming films,
Hardy estimates that "Apollo 13," a true story about
the Apollo 13 space mission
which almost ended In disaster, will be the biggest
film.
"[Apollo 13J has everything going for it," Hardy
said. "It's got Tom Hanks
starring, Ron Howard
directing and it's just a fantastic story."
While Hardy Is generally
positive about most of the
new films, there are a few
films that he Is unsure
about.
"First Knight" - a retelling of the story of King
Arthur that stars Sean Gunnery and Richard Gere n looks like it could be a
stinker," Hardy said.
Hardy is also not convinced that "Batman Forever" will live forever in
moviegoers'minds.
"I think 'Batman Forever*
is going to be a hit film,"
Hardy said. "But I'm not
sure If It will be the gigantic
smash hit everyone thinks
it will be."
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Classes provide transition
Jennifer Schab
Update staff writer

Summer Jobs, summer fun,
summer sun, summer classes?
This year not everyone will be
participating In the traditional
lazy summer vacation activities
or even traditional summer Jobs.
Some students will be staying in
Bowling Green to continue
taking classes.
Summer classes are offered in
two six-week sessions and one
eight-week session. They are offered between May 22 and August 11. All classes last SO
minutes to an hour and meet five
days a week.
Judy Donald, director of summer workshops, said there is a
wide variety of courses from
which to choose. They are offered in both the daytime and the
eveningDonald said summer classes
are a good way to prepare for the
fall semester.
'Taking summer courses is
good to get ahead In undergraduate and graduate work," she said.
During the summer, Prout Hall
will be open to continuing students who choose to live on campus. Incoming freshman,
however, will be required to live
in Conk]in Hall.

Freshman Laura McDonald
said taking summer classes last
year was a worthwhile experience.
"It's a big switch from high
school to college, and summer
school helps you make the transition," she said. "Plus you get
more time to spend on hard
classes and hard work."
Donald said it is easier to establish a one-on-one relationship
with professors because there
are very few large lectures.
Summer school did have some
drawbacks, McDonald said
"I didn't have a nice free summer and it was my first time
away from home," she said. "Not
as many people are on campus."
McDonald said In spite of occasionally wishing she could do
more fun things, summer classes
were well worth It.
"I felt comfortable with all of
it. Things are more laid back and
it was easier to get up then it is
now," McDonald said.
Summer classes are a good
way to prepare for fall classes,
McDonald said.
"[Summer classes are] a lot
slower and It's a good way to get
your feet wet," she said. "It's definitely worth it."
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Students register for summer classes to get a bead start on
course work before the fall semester.

Education is freedom

Graduate
Early
Get Ahead On
Your Classes!!!
Register For One Of These
Summer Terms!!!
Eight
Week Term
June 19-August 11
First Six
Week Term
May 22 - June 30

Bowling Green State University
;.
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Second Six
Week Term
July 3 - August 11
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DBA plans activity schedule
Jennifer Schab
Update staff writer

Opportunities for culture, fun,
and socializing are opening up
downtown this summer.
The Downtown Business Association plans various activities
and events throughout the summer which people can participate
in, said Charles VanRenterghem,
director of the DBA.
"The goal of DBA is to promote
Downtown as a center of commerce and culture in the community," he said. "It lets people
feel like there is lots to do that is
fun in Bowling Green."

Organization promotes community
On June 20, a six-day bicycle
race extending throughout Ohio
will
begin in Bowling Green.
VanRenterghem said the race is
for both amateurs and professionals, and the bikers ride a
small stretch of the race through
town.
The Ohio/Ontario games will
begin on July 14. VanRenterghem said these games are a mini
Olympics between Bowling
Green and its sister city, St.
Thomas, Ontario.

VanRenterghem said there is a
Pizza Fest on July 14 at 7 p.m. In
the parking lot behind Uhlman's
Department Store, 139 S. Main
St
"It's a chance to get pizza from
everywhere and to mingle and
meet people," VanRenterghem
said. 'The Pizza Fest is something students could go to and
have some fun."
The DBA is also planning
several sidewalk sales, with
dates to be announced, he said.

The Black Swamp Art Festival
will take place on Sept. 9, 10 and
11. This annual festival traditionally draws about 20,000
people, VanRenterghem said.
The show has a lot of entertainment and a variety of art, he
said.
The DBA is also working on an
Art Walk, which would give people a chance to meet artists and
see new artwork, VanRenterghem said.
There will be a farmers' mar-

ket on Saturday mornings starting in June and running through
October.
"Herbs, fruits and veggies are
all locally grown," VanRenterghem said. "It's a good way to get
nice, locally grown produce."
"These activities give a small
city like Bowling Green publicity
and a good reputation and they
promote community involvement," said freshman Angela Rowe.
VanRenterghem said he hopes
a lot of people will take part in
the summer's activities.

Program
offers
Moving back home orientation for
forces adjustments University RAs
. Heather Cvengroj
'Update staff writer

Students who have experienced the freedom and independence of living at college
may have to readjust when
they move back home for the
summer.
College students are able to
do anything they please,
whether it be coming home
from partying at S a.m. or living like a slob among three
weeks of laundry and dirty
dishes.
Living at home, however, can
be a little different.
Parents may set rules and
curfews, despite the protests
of their son or daughter. They

may perpetually ask where
their children are going and
what they are doing. They may
tell them to clean their room,
be home at a certain time and
help out around the house.
Karen Bennett, a peer wellness consultant at the University Wellness Center, said moving back home for the summer
is different for everyone some will have to adjust and
some will not.
"Students feel independent
at school," Bennett said.
"When they go home, they have
to play by the rules and that
can be tough."
Bennett offers advice on how
to adjust to living at home.
"Keep a social support

system - keep in touch with
friends from school," Bennett
said. "When dealing with parents, put yourself in their place
and try to see their point of
view."
Jen Ward, a freshman nursing major, said moving back
home will be an adjustment for
her.

"My parents always want to
know where I'm going and
what I'm doing," Ward said. "I
always have to answer to
someone."
For some students, however,
moving back home will not be
that much different

BethinM Filch
Update staff writer

When many students are busy
getting their last dose of the
sun's rays before returning to
Bowling Green for fall semester,
professional staff and resident
advisors are busy preparing the
residence halls, for the coming
year's occupants.
Resident Advisor Orientation
is a week-long program in which
members of Residential Services
become aquainted with the staff
and the campus RAs for the year.
"The purpose of RAO is to get
the resident advisor oriented Into
their position, building and new
staff,'' said Rae Ann Smith, hall

MANAGEMENT COMPANY
352-9378

Leasing Summer & Fall
••

Derric Brown, a Conklin Hall
RA, said he was apprehensive
about returning to Bowling
Green before classes resumed,
but RAO was a good opportunity
to meet other RAs. Brown said
the program was more fun than
he anticipated.
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All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(In door heeled swimming pool, aunt, Hydra - Spa Whirlpool.
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room and
sho wet facilities.)
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Smith said the workshops educate RAs on issues they may
come in to contact with In the
coming year. Last year's topics
included how to handle a difficult
floor, how to educate residents
about alcohol consumption and
community building through
diversity.
RAs are able to put their confrontation skills to the test in a
program called "Behind Closed
Doors." Returning RAs act out
situations new RAs may have to
deal with such as rape, alcohol
consumption, roommate conflicts and diversity.

Preferred Properties
530 S. MAPLE ST.

manager of Batchelder.
RAs are taught about facilities
management, such as putting up
door decorations and bulletin
boards, pre-checking student
rooms and conducting fire alarm
procedures. RAs also listen to
guest speakers, attend workshops, bond with other RAs and
pick up campus resource information at a resource fair.

Coming soon...
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"I enjoyed the fact that all of
us RAs were together,'' Brown
said. "I wish we could have more
of that throughout the year, because once the semester gets going there's not much interaction
between
all of the staffs."
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BG merchants predict Summertime
summer fashion trends jobs open up
for students
Genell Pavillck
Update staff writer

Students preparing for the
summer may want to start thinking about what fashion styles to
Include in their wardrobe.
Denim and sunflower designs
are the hottest items to have in a
wardrobe this year, according to
local clothing stores in Bowling
Green.
"Denim Is hot all across the
country," said Barb Enich, store
manager for Uhlman's.
Cheryl Sarver, manager for
Maurices in Woodland Mall
agreed that denim is selling well
this year.
Chcri Grant, vice president for
the University's fashion merchandising association, said
denim is a huge seller, especially
with college students.
Grant said she thinks college
students are more concerned
with how comfortable clothing is
than how fashionable it is.
"I think for college students,
fashion is pretty much anything
goes," she said. "People like to
wear whatever is most comfortable for them."
Grant said pastel colors, neutral colors, thin belts, clogs, sandals with straps and slip dresses
are in fashion for women this
summer.

She also said the casual look of
neutral colors, denim and khaki
are popular for men.
"Plaid la also huge for both
men and women," she said.
Sarver said slip dresses and
babydoU tees are also selling well
at Maurices.
"Anything short and fitted is
selling well - especially t-shirts,"
she said. "This is different from
last summer when oversized tees
were in fashion."
Another big item this summer
Is sunflowers, said both Emch
and Laurie Mozena, manager of
Ten Below in the Woodland MalL
"Sunflowers are definitely the
biggest seller and anything with
sunflowers on it is popular," Mozena said. "This trend Is carrying
over from last summer."
She also added that screenprint tees are selling well at the
store.
Grant said the summer styles
are mainly simplified and comfortable.
Susan Homa, a sophomore
communications disorders
major, said she agrees the most
Important part of summer fashion is comfort.
"I mainly like to wear shorts.

LeeBuse
Update staff writer

The Job market is wide open
to students seeking employment In Bowling Green this
summer, according to most
on-campus and local businesses.
"That's the biggest understatement of all time," said
Ann Betts, general manager at
Founders.
Right now, there are many
openings at Harshman, Krelscher and Commons. This
summer Commons will be the
only cafeteria with regular
hours.
Betts said there are many
jobs available for all three and
she Is practically desperate
for help.
In addition to these opportunities, there are many other
Job openings In town.
Dave Roberts, a manager at
Kroger, 1096 N. Main St., said
there is usually an Increase In
the need for employees In the
summer.
"We are in the process of
hiring right now," Roberts
said. "We tend to hire a lot of
new employees during the
summer because we lose so
many student employees when

they go home."
Jim liiifin, a store manager at Frisch's Big Boy, said
the store loses a good percentage of their fall and spring
workforce.
'Td say we lose about thirty
percent, but we hire about the
same amount of people
throughout the entire year,"
he said.
Local hiring is evenly balanced throughout the year,
said Sharon Schleter, vice
president of Michel Corporation. Michel owns many
McDonald's restaurants In
northwest Ohio.
"We are hiring ail of the
time. There's a hiring blitz
during August," Schleter said.
"During the summer, we lose
about IS to 20 employees who
take a leave of absence. When
the summer Is over they'll
come back and get their old
Job back."
There Is no loss of business
at McDonald's, 1470 E. Wooster St, during the summer despite the absence of University students, Schleter said.
"We really have no business
decline. There is still the University's summer sports program, and we still get a lot of
traffic coming off of 1-75." she
said.

NEW CAH LOANS GLASS CIIY CHtUIT UNION
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Anything goes this summer when picking out a wardrobe, according to local department store employees and University students.
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COMPETITIVE NEW CAR LOAN RATES:
38 MONTH
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7.25%

7.75%

48 MONTH

9.95%
60 MONTH
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A TOTAL OF 1/2%
DISCOUNT ON THE ABOVE STATED RATES
IN ONE OF TWO WAYS:
• A down payment of 20% is being provided instead of
the 10% stated in the lean term for purchase money,
vehicle collaieralized loans only, OR
• You have two out of three: Active checking account,
VISA, or Min. S2000 CD.

WE ALSO HAVE A GREAT LEASE PROGRAM
WITH AN 9.25% A.P.R., HIGHER MILEAGE
ALLOWANCES AND LOWER FEES.
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
352-0787
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Congratulations
to the

Class of 19»5
from

Student Book Exchange
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